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We are entering a new age, an age of challenge, constantly vying to achieve and reaching toward new frontiers. Chelmsford High School has provided the opportunities that have called on us to fully use our individual abilities, energies, and resources. This building is a monument of our achievements, but it is within its corridors that we have attained our successes. Here, by means of exertion, skill, practice, and perseverance, our desired outcomes have become realities. Success has been our reward. The students, faculty, academics, and extra-curricular activities at Chelmsford High School are representative of this fact. Four years have prepared us for what lies ahead, a future whose only boundary is one’s imagination.

Best Wishes for a challenging and successful future,
The 1985 Lion Editors
This is funny, Mrs. Fenton, really it is!

R and R from the yearbook room

No, Jamie, this is not a printing press.

Dimples Dudek still smiles, despite petitions!

I promise, girls, the yearbook will be fun!

Are they working hard or hardly working?
ARENA SCHEDULING

I'm off to a good start.

Hmm, I think I can make it work.

George awaits the outcome.

No, I'm sorry, that class is filled.

Take a number, please! ... Next?

Chemistry what?

I hope there is room for me, too!
Calgon, take me away!

Espanol or francais?

Help me!

What is the symbolism in this schedule?

No, you must take gym 14-15!

Students await the "final approval."

JUNE, 1984
JUNIOR COTILLION

We're having a great time.

We're ready to dance all night long!

Peter and Chris are all smiles.

Togetherness forever!

You're on candid camera!

Bob and Leslie make an attractive couple.
What a dance!
Who's following whom?
Thanks, Mrs. Demaras.

Shake it up!
We're a friendly bunch!

Tracey wears down the floor.
Isn't anyone going to dance?

MAY 19, 1984
Here’s Donna and Steve!

Your flowers are beautiful.

Moments to remember.

Dance all night!

Togetherness makes this gang happy.

Who has the cutest smile?
John and Melanie enjoy the pleasure of each other's company.

Everyone make a funny face!

What a lucky guy!

After the ball is over . . .

Tearing down the house!

Tonight, a memory was born.
LONG WAY, BABY!

Smada Ellehcin

Ynrokop Ille dna Elleibag

Ycnaic Yram dna Yhtak

Nager Neeruam

Kedud Noj

Regeir Einnob

Noskire Anit

Nosnalem Emnzus

Dnulke Idieh

Nalod Yhtak

Awlas Nibor
SENIORS .

Students challenge their abilities.

These students plan their futures.

Seniors take advantage of CHS’s opportunities.

Gabriella uses imagination in the production.

Gathering resources, solving problems

John utilizes skill with the triangles.
U. Mass, anyone?

Homework has never been so much fun!

The program ran for Marc and Craig.

Hard work is the key to success.

Lynne finds the solution.

This tool holds their future.

PREPARING FOR THE FUTURE
Spin that vinyl!

It's a slow dance at the backwards prom.

Everyone is proud to support the Class of '85.

Talking Heads

Well, it is the Morp.

The students get into the spirit of the Morp.
These are shades of the future.

It's casual!

Lisa and Steve sit this one out.

Celebrating this unspecial occasion.

Put your head on my shoulder.

**SEPTEMBER 22, 1984**
THE POWDER PUFF GAME

Huddle for the play!

Seniors win the toss!

Who does your hair . . . on your legs?

Doesn't anyone know in which direction the ball went?

Our coach is losing his mind . . . and his shirt!

We cheered the juniors on to victory!
The Great Triumverate

Hike 1, 3, 97, 62 or however you count!

Juniors discuss the next play!

Can you believe that play?

Touchdown!

Vicki wants to play, but no one will throw her the ball!

OCTOBER 14, 1984
These students are counting the $25,000 from the magazine drive.

These seniors reflect our class pride.

Robin and Chris display the rewards of hard work.

Lauren awaits her "milk mug".

Michelle takes a break.

Students help their House in the magazine drive.

Contribution was the key to success.
Kathy steals the show.

Debbie wonders what size her head is.

These seniors realize it's almost over ... and they're glad!

And now for something completely different.

Cap and gown measurements mark the forthcoming of the BIG DAY.

FALL, 1984
"Do we really want to do this?" wonder Patti and Tanya.

These girls put everyone into perfect form.

They have never been so quiet!

Senior Class Advisors really do give blood!

98.6 — perfect for giving!

We're in this together!
What a great excuse to miss class!

Lauren tries to ease Mr. Boucher's pain.

It's over and we didn't pass out!

I need all the moral support I can get.

The Class of '85 has heart!

The cookies were great!

OCTOBER 19, 1984
SENIORS . . .

What devious thoughts hide behind those smiles?

Between-class antics

Good times at CHS

Lynelle is a lovely spectacle.

Seniors take a breath of fresh air.

Smile, Kris!
Jack tries on the Eiffel Tower for size.

Kathy accepted the Pepsi challenge?

A wrong turn girls?

"What was my locker combination again?"

Mary, Stacey, Laura, and Jon, four happy faces

ALL SMILES!
HALLOWEEN DANCE

Don't ask! Not everybody can be normal!

This is America's future?

Hugh's bunnies

From babies to babes!

Hey, Pokey, I'm Gumby *#71 it!

What a motley crew!
Give me a little kiss, will ya, huh?

What a Pepsodent smile!

Send in the clowns!

How appropriate!

Which is witch?

Who is this funny person dressed as Dean Conrad?

OCTOBER 27, 1984
The Class of '85 is number one.

The Wild West at CHS

Brian arrives with his ladies.

Best of friends enjoy the best of times.

Count Dracula and the Mouseketeers

We're looking for the bunny hop!
Mrs. Agular is more like a fairy princess than a wicked witch.

So this is how the West was won!

Are you on a slow boat to India?

Did someone declare war?
DEDICTION

A Letter to Our Friends

Dear Ms. Aguiar, Ms. Demaras, and Ms. Ingalls,

How do we begin to thank three totally unselfish people for completely giving of themselves? During the past four years, your wisdom and understanding have shown us new horizons. The more need we had, the more support, sacrifice and smiles you gave. Whether the job was a menial task or a huge undertaking, we knew that you would organize and guide us.

We have often wondered how you survived it all! Why didn't you ever lose patience? Weren't you ever tired? Why didn't you ever say "no"? Many times we fell; how often you helped us experience the joy of rising. We can show our appreciation?

Sharing our trials and tribulations has created a special bond. For us, you were true educators — providing challenges and teaching how to succeed. Our gratitude deepened each time.

We came to you as young people of promise. After four seasons with you, we cross the threshold into womanhood and manhood. It is our privilege to dedicate THE 1985 LION to three most dedicated class advisors.

Fondly,
The Class of 1985
OUR DEDICATED CLASS ADVISORS

Ms. Demaras prepares for a lab. Debbie asks Mr. Ingall's advice. Ms. Aguiar can solve any problem.

The advisors are always available to guide... to listen... and to give... a friendly smile.
The Class of 1985 is special. We are the first class to be a part of Chelmsford High School for four years. In these four wonderful years, friendships have been formed and goals have been reached. Each year has been filled with individual challenges that are never to be forgotten.

As freshmen, we were frightened at the unfamiliar surroundings. It was not just the huge building that was so intimidating; it was all the new faces, too, that were so overwhelming. Five hundred sixty-two of us brought together our different personalities and backgrounds. It took some time, but we unified to become unique.

As sophomores we were more confident. This was the year for involvement in clubs and sports. The everyday schedule was now a routine and our struggles from the past year had paid off. Some of us got too sure of ourselves and dared the unthinkable ... remember the class trip to Canobie Lake Park?

Our relaxing sophomore year was quickly forgotten as we became juniors. Pressure closed in on all sides as homework, tests, lectures, reports, SAT's, and college information boggled our brains. Yet there were easy times, too. Class spirit rose as many participated in the successful Rainbow Collection Drive, the Candy Drive, and the Beach Party Dance. The event that topped off the year was, of course, the Junior Cotillion with four hundred in attendance.

Entering our senior year, we had more money than any other class had raised. What an achievement! We also participated in many successful activities, like the Magazine Drive and the Halloween Dance. Certainly, memories of Senior Week will be locked in our hearts forever.

Of course all this would not have been so special if it had not been for the class officers: Michelle Adams, Vice President; Melanie Lemieux, Secretary; and Julie Burns, Treasurer. If it were not for their constant help and support, I never would have made it! Also, I want to thank the best advisors and friends a class could have: Ms. Ingalls, Ms. Aguiar, and Ms. Demaras. They gave us guidance and a shoulder to cry on when the going got tough. Finally, thanks to the class representatives. Our successes were fruitful because of their time and energy.

Our experiences at Chelmsford High School, whether frightening, happy, exciting, or fulfilling, will be cherished. We will often find ourselves looking back on our challenges and achievements in The 1985 Lion.

It is not easy to leave the familiar surroundings of Chelmsford High School. We will forever remember our times together — learning, growing, and living — and everyone happiness. May the future bring new hopes and new dreams. We will never be together again; may you never forget the wonders that the Class of 1985 brought to the school.

Mary C. Amirault
President
Class of 1985
Nancy V. Aberisk
Bug, we made it! SB, AM, LN, CD, Miss you! Good times: RW, GI, PN, Mike Hampton Police Gimme a break! Ma and Dad

Debra L. Ackerman
Wildness! I love you, Matt! Infinity = Cape 83-84, intense times with: LC, BP, CH, SK, SS, MO, KW, DR, KM, CP, TA

Michelle E. Adams
"Bags" *Italia '85 Ciao Sox, Goldensands 167 Cruise '85 *3 in Ocean City *friends: DG, ML, CM, SK, MC, MA Sociable "Bally" — '81 Thanks M & F

Deborah A. Allen
Rush with: MW & CM Who me? Spazz Lowell Memories Drive Gotta love it! Against All Odds "Little Angel" Cruz

Jeffrey M. Allen
Back home to Amherst! The Zool Punk out! *54th* *England* Good times with: Beevos, GF, JB, CC, CS, SF, AC and MC '85!

Mary C. Amirault
Kevin 11/29/81 La Tour Eiffel Seen with: SK, DG, MA, ML, SW, & Student Council '70 Pontiac Thanks CA, CI, & PD

Marc R. Amorelli
Classic Stang Dave's tax *KMB Good times with: *SO, MM, KM, MA, PM, DC, KL, AB* Good luck Class of '85 Thanks Mom and Dad

Denise Anderson
Always love for Tom!! 2*20'84 and on Fun with: SB and all finally set free! Good luck, Brian Easy years

Pamela J. Anderson
Rich and 110-10-82 Hampton! Cruis er #23 Westford Mustangs are #1 I'm on a job "Rocky" Doors Thanks, Mom and Dad!!

Lisa V. Anderson
"Squak & Chief" *Wild* No one knows Dee-Fla. fun! Titanic Hampton with MCI F.H. #3 Surfinsummer *Sean* Wouldn't It Be Nice?

Lynn E. Andreozzi
Best of times with Bob 3/11/83 Maine "84" Gum Algebra *ZZ Top Oh no, Spaghetti! Us and them Bye *Thanks, Mom and Dad

James R. Arbo
"Jarbo" '85 Bradlees with KB, EL, PR, KO, and CM. 83-7 Chevy #1 Nova says, "See ya later, GT" **Good bye**
Seniors find plenty of time to be silly.

Sheila J. Arenstab
Sheep "BB-Beast" January 1, 1984
Apt. #17 "Cruise" Fun with: BB, PH, RPP, NS, DT-6/26 — 8/22 "Great Pumpkin" We're devous! "FallaClao!

Kimberly M. Arndorfer
"Kimbo" French! Hewey Fun with: CG* AT* DF, BV, BT, JS, MA, PA, CJ, Zeeb, Allbop Florida '85 Cruise Out! Derby

Shelley A. Babin

Cheryl Bailey
Steve! 7-3-83 "Bermuda" Saco, camping — Schnapps, Butch! Bobol!
Friends: SH, LL, KL, DL, KV, KB and PL
Thanks, Sts CA and SH!

Trevor S. Baker
All music VP Band Earring Euphonimono- 
Canada CB at Hampton VW con-
vert Love Ya, Mary Thanks, JL

Greg P. Balas
Pup "Wrestling #1" Chevy 12.00 spe-
cials! Pole-vault? Pound-Squash! 28?
Good times: MB, TD, ME, MB, CR, BD, DC Mom

Colleen M. Banfield
Best of luck to the Class of 85! Great
times with: GS, HS, and LS. Looking for-
ward to a great future! Thanks,
Mom and Dad
Andrew S. Bannister
"Thrax!" Nova The thing Good times with MF, KF, the neighborhood, and Christine *ETCH* But why? Ed's room

Kristin L. Barber
"Bubba" David 3/19/82! Best buddies: CK, KD, DP, BD, LB, SJ, SD, TH, MD! Peppy and Back? Hoods! Hey, Big Guy Latest

James H. Barbuti
Pontiac LeMans Pos Burger King with: Di, KW, CM, KH, SL, DA, BB, SB Beach bound Grossman "Party time"

Douglas P. Barker
Beatles Buddy Holly Thanks, Mom, Dad, and Tom Good times with: Kev, Steve, Keith 357 Magnum College: AF ROTC-F16 Ford Trucks

Jennifer A. Bates
France '84 Jerr Seen with: JH, JG, RT, DM *Cambridge* TurnTurn Duran on 3/15 Unconventional James Bond BU! WFNX England ...

Sean D. Bears
"Bearzy" X-Country State champs. Unit 1 Seen with: Chuck², Boz, Rixta, Kon, Stig, Gator, Brador, Commando orphans

Susan L. Beaudoin
"Sue-Bee" *Moe* Memories of '84 "Volleyball" Jon Venezuela Best times: MC², JN, LN², KC, MV, MM, JC Thanks to Mom and Dad

William R. Belanger
Basketball Water Ski U2 Sallin' Mad Dog? Police Memories with: TB, SG, KB, DA, SL, JB, TM, BC Thanks, Mom and Dad

Debbie and Tracey ask, "Is this math for real?"
Philip J. Belden
"The Boss in '84" Great times with AB, JA, MG, EG, IB Crusin' with "Ford" What's up, Dude? Thanks, Mom and Dad

Susan L. Bell
Career minded College bound
Good times with: MM, KM, SC, and BH Heart Is in Texas Thanks, Mom and Dad!

Tracy L. Bellegrade
I love you, Scott! Friends and memories forever l'll miss you all Thanks, Mom and Dad Love you! Bye, CHS

Tammy I. Bellemare
Majorette Tri-Captain with Carrie and DEI Friends with CD, TP, DK RH Is special to me '85 Thank you Mom and Dad

Elizabeth J. Bellemore
Hi Sheep Beast *Devious* 1/1/84
*APT. #17* Great Pumpkin* Cape
*MVC Track* England Jon 3/31/84
Fun with: SA, PH, RPP, DT 8/22 + 6/26

Scott E. Bellville
I'm outta here! Hope to make it in a successful band "85 and feeling fine"

Malena N. Bergmann
Spain forever NC with LB, MM, BM
Thanks: CM, AS, KS, JM Sessions
JZ, KS, DM, etc. Remember Mr. AO, Esp CL (W/AS)

Ian P. Berkeley
Outta' here! Awesome 84-'85 with CM, JM, S, and GW, PB, KO, PC, BW, DR, OW, PR *CC: Wrestling states* Fly- RCAF7! Thanks, Dad and Mom

Kyle P. Berry
Bradlees "RB and CM" "PR and KO" Friends: Cillo, Barbo, and Monkey Bye Bye Escort Penn '84 Celtics '85

Erin J. Bertini
Californi in '84 PS #1 Lots of fun with "Sweet Revenge" on Friday nights Best of times with: KM, KR, BW, JD, MT

Andrew E. Betourney
Senior year AFS to Belgium CHS to Italy! Fun at Mead Camp and school with GW, SW, AV, KM, CM, GS, KH Thanks, Mom and Dad

Suzanne M. Bezdeny
Italia '85 Seen with: JD, RR2, EE, RB, RO, TM, CR, NA, DL, CD, M1 Physical therapy Canoeing Elevator Key Thanks, Mom and Dad
Joyce M. Biga
Best of times with Lori and Lisa! Dance Miss ya, KV! Brian! If the shoe fits, wear it! Thanks Mom and Dad.

Lori G. Blair
David 9-10-82 Good luck, Tami! It's a piece of cake Good-bye CHS forever I finally made it!!!

Mary Anne Blanchard
*Mab* blast with: MW, DW, M & JA *Pumpkining!* Good luck Sue and Dave! *Always, John* Thanks, Mom and Dad.

Keith R. Blaney
Beatles Zepp Cream In the darkest depth of Mordor Good times with: Steve Greska, KP, JC, BC, SM, DB, JG, TM.

Amy E. Blodgett
France Z28 Your car? All nighters *Someday* Seen with: JB, LM, SB, KC, WM *Darren* 9-25-84 Thanks, Mom, Dad and J.

Kristin Blomgren
Frank Maine '83 and '84 What town are we in? Close friends forever Canoe club '84 Thanks, Mom, Dad, and Frank.

Eva E. Bogacki
Beav! Falmouth Dee, Emma? #7 Craig Clan: MC, HW, TB *John* Kat, Steve Thanks, Mom, Dad, and Dicky.

Lori J. Bosley
Best of times with Joyce and Lisa! I'lle, where are you? Will I ever find the shoe Papas Thanks, Mom!

Michael J. Boswell
"Boozzy" Swim for jacket Midnight specials . . . . "Get up you faker!!" Fun with Nel, LB, ERS . . . . Unit 1: Camping.

George D. Bottas
Alex's-Jorge Seen with: BR, JS, KA, MW, WV '85 with: LC, KW, Black Machine.
time out for a smile.

Steven M. Bourque
Hampton '84 Fun times with Jennifer Burger King Gum wrappers Chevy Monza '80 Thanks, Mr. T. York, Maine

Adrianne Bowling
I love Joe 11/19/83 Got the keys? Seen with: PM, CL, KK. KC Lucky Star Poor Missy Tennis #6 JV? Thanks, Mom

Michael S. Bowser, Jr.
Frank cc flying Lions Champs Camp Two Regular on the Vpe FL #143 We were perfect Unit Thanks, Mom, Dad, and Durk Hockey Bye, CHS

David W. Boyle
Yes Good times Ski Good friends Good parties Thanks, Mom and Dad

James R. Boyle
Class of '85 #1 College and A/ bound Shoot hoop Ski Golf The machine with JF, DC, SL, DW, LFB, MS, RR

Lynne R. Brennick
Great times with: MBS, SB, KB '82-'83 with BC Best summer with: 99, KLR, JD Peter Thanks, Mom and Dad

Michael C. Brigham
Patty Hawaii, I love you! Back seat turbo stang! "Whitelines" Thanks all: JF, PS, MB, KS, SL, CT, JT, SF, Dad #1

Christine E. Broe
Friends: AV, GD, KA, CM, RG Thanks for the pink horse! Shanto Chevy truck Cricket hunting Thanks, Mom, Dad, A, and D
William J. Brooks
"Bip" Bang-Bang #93 Good times in Baby Blue Vet bound Good times with: DF, KS, and AD Thanks, Bob and Fran

Jennifer A. Brown
I'm out of here! Lots of good times with the gang: L, B, L, P, ] Party at the cabin! Thanks, everyone!

Mark J. Brown
"Brownie" Class of 85 best one ever! Chess team Dungeon and Dragons Good times with the library attendants

Susan W. Brown
France '84! with GD, LK, HE, SH, AE, LD, and MM, KOC, BS, JM To the mall?? Sometimes you've just gotta say "Thanks, Mom and Dad"

Scott A. Bruno
Hockey — there's no substitute! Kathy S/13/82 Garden bound #15 1st MVC Thanks, Coach, Mom, Dad, and GD, RW!!

Tracy E. Bucceri
Li '81 Party with CD, TV, JG, ST, EE Dorche, Free Bird Go Crazy Love ya, Micky, Mark, Mom, and Dad

Susan M. Buckley
Hampton/Seabrook with best friends: TK, NP, and LB Work? Best times with RH "Thanks Guys!!"

Gregory P. Burke
'85's the best Swimming Butterfly College? Seen with: LE, SS, CT, RA, TB Roller Kingdom Thanks, all

Kimberly A. Burnette
Love you, Dale! 7/13/83* "Shorty" Halen Friends, like awesome! Skates* Changes by Yes Beach Thanks, Ma and Dad

Julie J. Burns

Pamela J. Burrier
Greg Summer '84 Best of times with: LA, BM, JB, SB, PB Poker! Bowling "Buzz #1" Thanks, Mom and Dad!

Michael E. Bushnell
Baseball Legion Yes Scamp Paula Quebec Allnight Mountain skiing: Yodd, tee, Je, Woody, Roker College

Julie J. Burns

Pamela J. Burrier

Michael E. Bushnell
Now playing: Mary and Frank!

Susan J. Butler
“Burita Sweo” England WV-YM
Thanks, Mr. Hoover and Mrs. Brown
Lots of love to: MT, JW, AB, KM, RG, PR
Thanks for all Mom and Dad

Todd W. Buxton
Humma, Zuma Driving Trim Mobile
Mobile #1 Good times with: Mosi, MC, SV, BC, RC, TR, IM, MT, Dick, Katie
1969 GTO

William R. Cahill
“Cheers to Venezuela” Cross Country
Fun with: FM, JJ, JS, RP College BC?
UNH? UMASS?

Mary Beth Cain
Seen with: DR, LB, LL, LH, DF, SS, JC
“When I remember someone I remember his dreams” Stevie Thanks, Mom and Dad

Douglas H. Campbell
Finally done It was ok. Good times with: JF, SL, and JB Card No limit Auto
Sammy Lambo Voice of America

William T. Campbell, III
Football #3 Track Wendy forever College Sock? Friends: MC, PL, JP, DW, RJ,
SB, DM Instinct Thanks RJB, Mom and Dad Promised-WMC

Anne M. Canfield
Bowie ‘83 The Boss ‘84 Peer Counseling
Good times with: MM, MM, KM, SC, BW Britain

Anne M. Canfield
“85” Long live rock Chelmsford is #1
Party town Good times with good friends Thanks, Mom and Dad

Gregory E. Cappiello

43
Pamela A. Carignan
Good times with: MH, PA, JP, WO, Anton's Crew? Summer of '84 Hampton Breakdowns Thanks, Mom and Dad

Maureen J. Carmichael
"Moe" Sue-Bee Peaschy Keen! Cape Cod! Best times with: SB, MC, LN2, KC, MM Memories of '84 Love to Mom and Dad SADD

Jeffrey P. Carpenter
Party at Nab You golf? Friends: KD, BJ, KC, SF, SH, SP Ski bunnies & beach J. Walsh Wow Thanks, Mom and Dad Later

Lauriann R. Casale
Faced with: JP, RR, MT, JD, SM, GT, SS, TM Yes concert '84 Thanks A. Taranto! Gall's?

Delphine L. Castro
Dee No one knows, Lisa! Hampton? Florida Bound Titanic Cape fun Tom New years, 1982 Thanks Mom! Tia

Mary A. Caufield
Gymnastics! Capt. '85 Friends: Kim, MC, LN, SB LGC gang Parkettes! College? Senior stuff! Bye, CHS

Laura J. Chafe
Wildness! Cape-83 and 84 Oh, excuse me! Best times with: BF, DA, MJ, SK, CH, MO, DR, SS, CP, KM, KW, and AFI Trident

Newton M. Chang
But pies are round!

Cheers, Class of 1985!
Michael A. Chew
Wildness! Mega-Awesome times with The Gang!! Dungeon forever!!
Yea Venezuela '84!! I wanna be a moondog.

Sara A. Child
Working women forever Good times with KH, KM, TW, MT, CD, MD, DR, DI,
TM, Rummy, Changes, Bop, MBC
Thanks, Mom and Dad!

David A. Christensen
Zeppelin Aerosmith Good luck BB
Tyrngsboro with: BV, SB, Radical 3
Thanks, Mom and Dad!

Christine A. Ciesluk
"Cheez" Soccer #2 Venezuela 1983
Good times with: KH, HL, SD, SB, MC,
WM, JB, LM Pic & Poc Breaking
Thanks, Mom and Dad and FAN

Katherine A. Clancy
"Kevin forever" 10/20/82 "Little H"
Poc/Poc Friends: JB, AB?, LM, WM, SF,
SH Party at Julies? Thanks, Mom, Dad, and Twis

Mary E. Clancy
"Clance" Capt. Soccer PBPS #20
Skips Cloud! Friends: Gator? KG, ML,
KH, CC, HL, RF M & M Thanks, Mom,
Dad and Twis

Brenda S. Clark
"Moocher" Soccer #16 Washington
'B4! Forever pals with: KW, MM, JC, LT,
LR Thanks, Mom and Dad Awesome!

Wendell M. Clough
Tad-Mannish Boy - never say never Do
what you gotta do! Lover of life M and
D — why do you try to 2nd guess me?

Mary Y. Cloutier
Reports by RG "A week-end with Miss
C, ST, and IGA *KW* Great times with:
GD, RG, KM, CM, CB, AV, and DI

John W. Coddaire
Yeal Deana and Colleen Cruise to
UNH Main? Hampton Beach Dot and
I up on the hill Thanks, Mom, Dad, and
PB

Kimberly R. Cody
"Kimba" Winter track Spring quarter
ruler always Thanks for all ML Keep in
touch: WM, MF, JSB Thanks, Mom,
Dad, Ker, and Health
William E. Cody
"Off to the land down under [JR?] Poli ruler! Great times with: AF, OM, TM, KR College bound! Thanks, Mom and Dad

Thomas H. Coffey
"Hack", out of control again! Party in the United Kingdom Hey Slim, get trim! Thanks, Mom and Dad

Lisa A. Colangelo
Gary 11-7-83 Mustang "Memories then and now!" Good luck Tracy and Kell! Brian* Thanks, MEM and Pop. MA, Mr. J. BL

James B. Cole
"Colby" Fool on the hill Grateful Dead Europe friends: LC, RR, KM, JF, LL, KP, MB Subaru action The doctor

Kristopher A. Coleman
Hampton '84 road trip What a ya doin' Nabbed Good times with: KD, SP, Bl, SH, SF, JC, DS, and Joanny! Thanks, Mom and Dad

Caren J. Comeau
"I love you, Honey!!" 10/30/83 *Excellent!* Cape boud with EL "Crash" What to do? "Love ya, Mom and Dad!

Maria G. Comeau
"Mia" Memories! VCA LGC-Kay! Sears Band Great times with: KH, CR, PD, DW, DW, PW! Good luck! Love you, Mom and Dad

Brian W. Connor
Yards "Oh" real good! Fruit and Veg. Club "Zuma" Not me, sin? Crash 1969 Camaro "Hockey"

Sandra L. Corfield
Good-bye, CHS Art school bound Hampton with: SM, RG, EC, and RH Skiing with SB, DA, RN Thanks, Mom and Dad!

David A. Corsetti

Matthew Cote
Cheryl I love you Good times with: Bano, TB, CD, MW, Canada, tuba 4/6/ 84 Freshman thanks, Mom, Dad, and Gramps
Scott S.C. Cournoyer
Keene State Skiing # one The Vineyard Big Bri Polo Friends: Chris, RJC, CP, CH, MJ, Gumby, Dead Thanks, Mom and Dad

Joyce A. Couturier
Hampton 7/1/84 Friends: Studley, VW, KR, BW, AD, TA, LL, KG, TD, SD Party yip! Van Art *D.E.C.A. Zeppelini* Thanks, Mom and Dad

Moira T. Cox
“Mol” *Good times with my best friends *Holl*, SD, KH, JW* Memories of *MD*CD*RW, SA, BB, EB, Mclan, MB? Thanks, Mom and Dad, and Sis

Karen T. Crafta
Kaz: Friends with JD & DR Likes Special Olympics Friday Night Live Bowling Basketball TV Chicago March 15

Francis X. Cronin, Jr.

David W. Crouse
Good times at Lake Winni Roller Kingdom Stoneybrook Kim College bound Skiing Thanks, Ma, Dad, and Judy

Janet M. Crowley
Jan! Not Jen “Ski” Teipole-Dalton Rd. ’84 Art school?! Seen avec: IR, NB, RR I love you, Mom, Dad, and Matt

Robert J. Cryts
“Cryptsy” Hornet power 238 Bopers Twist and shout mob: PS, ML, DO, MM, TT, TO, BM, SP Beach Baseball #10 Seany’s locker?
William J. Cumming
Finally! Look out college Swim Sail up
At what time? Seen with: BG, MD, SM,
and the gang Thanks Mom and Dad

Sean P. Curran
"Wiggles": #99 Football Captain
Hockey #3 The mighty Duster Col-
lege

Sharon H. Curry
You don't understand us so don't rep-
rimand us! Art! England! Fun with:
KH, MM, LD, AE, TC, CW Andy! Mom
and Dad!

Susan P. Daly
I love Scott 1/9/84 Maine Summer of
'84 (Ralph is #1) White Oaks with: Ef,
MR, CS, and LD Thanks, Mom and Dad

Carrie L. Danahy
Majorette Tri-Capt. with Tam and De!
*Friends with TB, Pat, TP, DX* Fun in
Canada Thanks. Mom and Dad Luck
to Den and Al

Michael P. Davidson
Best of times in Showboat, Annie. Fes-
tival, Guys and Dolls! Thanks to all my
friends Thanks, Mom and Dad!

Raymond A. DeBruin
Jen Football #87, 10 of 2, 74 Monte
Carlo "Starship Trooper" by Yes Good
times with: MD, JS, GS Thanks Bugs
and Woody

Tracey A. Decker
"Tray" Good times with: AD, MD, JC,
VV, KR, SC, SP, LL, KG, JS *Hampton
with Jude! *Pete* Thanks, Mom and
Dad *Led Zeppelin*

Homework, homework, give me a break!
Jennifer S. D'Elia
Math! France '84 with JB, JM Love to RR, SB, NN, LH Luck to JR, CD Big green? (pleased!) Thanks, Mom and Dad

Melinda L. DeMarines
Can you say nude? Beach and party with SK, Mia, MO, EL, EP, SC, MB B-ball Camp Eric and Sue Powder Puff Track 5 mile

Guy B. DeMartinis
Polish power! Bass. G. Lee Sheenan fusion Double reeds Orch.

Lisa J. DeMings
Let your heart be the anchor and the beat of your song Art! France! Fun with AE, SC, MM Thanks, Mom and Dad

Scott M. Denisovich
Ivan Baseball #11, hoop Zeke, Florida B57? Hoss ZZ Top U Lowell? Good times with: SS, KS, JL Thanks, Mom and Dad

Lisa A. DePalma
Good times with Lori and Joyce Good luck AG, AB, and John Hi. Doreen *Bob* 11-27-83 Thanks, Mom and Dad

Christine M. DeRosas
Chrissy Rainbow party with: TB, TV, JK, ST, Buck, JD, RD Love ya! LF '81 The Tent! California bound Thanks, Dad

Michael J. Devaney
"Beave" Basketball, #72 Sleep out Friends: GTR, KNA, Ric, DTX, Red, AF, SC, TT Hockey?? Winnipausakee Tracks "very good" F-loops

Thomas C. DeVita
Rootsman Curcial on WJUL College DJ! Synth Jam Bill on bass Bob Black One love as I say

Kevin T. DeWitt
Go as I! Whataya doin? Nabbed Golf Good times with: [C, BJ, SF, SH, KC, DS, and Joanny Hampton Thanks, Mom and Dad
Douglas H. Diamond, Jr.
Grateful Dead Vermont Ski Sugarbush
Garcia Snowstorms Freeze

Michele D. DeFronzo
Hockey, FH, S-ball Soccer? Shit! #11
Bumming with: KC, CC, KH, HL, MC,
SB, JO, DM Canadian fun Connell
missions

Denise M. Dion
Friends, fun and new beginnings Lion
country Capt. 84-85 Mark and
George Ribit! Thanks, Mom and Dad
Dave, I'm on my way!

Dennis S. Dixon
Football #26 Gator Kones Gerry Ric
Pals: MB, MD, Dart, CP The fort Death
Tape Heath VH

Kathryn Dolan
I dunno know College bound Phys. Th.
Good luck to: Km, Sis, Lori Seen with:
KD, LD, LD, MH, CM, CD Love you,
Mom and Dad

Jean E. Donahue
Beau Good luck DT Good times with:
MT, SM, LC, JG Brown jeffery Bye CW
Thanks, Mom and Dad

Caryn E. Donoghue
Byams Trans Am? Open! Giggles
Quebec Always friends Beach burn
England? Pool again? Party #1 Did it!

Mary E. Donovan
I love Henry RM 123 '85 Rap ses-
sions! Casey I love you: JG, EM, VW, JC,
AD, TD, SP, ML, LL, KG, JL, SC, DM
Thanks, Mom!

Susan J. Donovan
Thanks, Mom, for everthing! NY
Good times with MG, MC, SK, LH, LN,
D, and R, PB, UConn Party I love Scott
Outa here!

Mark A. Dougherty
Hoop #55 Football #83 Doc/Dr. De-
strucr Drop lbs? Fruitloops Friends: N,
BG, and Wack Yea, teaml Good one!
MADness

Brian K. Douglas
"Fug" #63 Huna baron Friends: Thun-
der, Rock, Mad Chicken, Nice Frank,
TC, MP, Big Oat "Cart football" Pop

Michael E. Doyle
We are on the road to find outl Cat
Stevens enjoy! Chris and Jim Varsity
soccer '84 Zappa California

Douglas H. Diamond, Jr.
Michele D. DeFronzo
Denise M. Dion
Dennis S. Dixon
Kathryn Dolan
Jean E. Donahue
Caryn E. Donoghue
Mary E. Donovan
Susan J. Donovan
Mark A. Dougherty
Brian K. Douglas
Michael E. Doyle
Let's get small!

Andrea K. Ducharme
Rick *Love ya forever! 72J*- Seen with: TD, SP, JC, VW, JS, CM, LL, KG, SC, KR Mad Man! Go fast, turn left! Led Zeppelin

Patricia A. Ducharme
Mad Man! Go fast, tum left! Led Zeppelin

Jonathan A. Dudek
Editor-in-Chief '85 Funny times with Jamie NH Neckties Aberration Monty Love you, Stacey Thanks, Mom and Dad Good luck Spid

Henri B. Dufour
You can't tum around on a oneway deadend street *Open your mind so your eyes can see* Am Studies! Adv Studio/N*%?

Cathleen P. Dugan
Friends always: SC, GD, HI, MBC, SS, MS, EH Mexico Working women Maine Love you Mom, Dad, Kevin Pookadoo

Kevin W. Dugan
Debbie M. Grateful Sunshine Daydream Partied with: JC, KM, DD, RR Ski Vermont

Georgia A. Dukakis
France '84 with SB, HE, LK, MH, MM "Chocolate pains" Best Summer with DJ Friends forever: MC, CD, BS, JM, LL, and MB Thanks, Mom, Dad, and Sis

Charles F. Dunn
Colleen -n- Chuck forever! Football #44 May the cow be with you! Good times with CH and JG!!!! End of Tape
Scott P. Durant
Tune in, turn on, drop out White lightning "Rainy Day Women" "Dance Little Sister" Good riddance

Kathleen J. Eaton
Friends with KG, LD, SH, GL, TD, SM
Thanks Mr. R, Mr. B, Mom and Dad
Kathy and David 11/24/83 to eternity!!

James J. Egan
"Gator" Baseball #8 Salisburyorphans Led Zep with Kona, Bny, Dix, Dex, BVE, Brzy, CP Friends, Clance?
Good

Michael J. Egan
"Rock" #40 "Banging my head against the wall" Friends: Frank, Chicken, TR, Bopofllop "The self-contained unit"

Heidi R. Eklund
Fr '84 St. Cast with GD, MH, SB, SH

Lynelle M. Engel
Ride the wind See us spin Gonna sail away Leave today 9/22/84 Times and Friends

Scott P. Durant
Kathleen J. Eaton
Elizabeth Economou
James J. Egan
Michael J. Engle
Eda P.
"Enis" Going mobile Party Led Zeppelin yaah! Good times with BW, HB, CD, JK, ST, TB, and TV Later much

Erin P. Enwright
AFS *Ecuador* Love you, Rob Seen with RB, SB, MC, JD, TM, RO, RR², SZ Are we having fun yet? Thanks, Mom and Dad

Tina M. Erickson
Good times with: MC, PD, ML, AS, RF, BC Best friends with Patti Mike 9/7/84 Is it? Bruins Thanks, Mom and Dad!

Douglas E. Estes
Crash — Dalton Rd!! '76 Malibu Florida '83 with the Perz's gang SMU with CM? Bang!! Thanks, Mom, Dad, Dave, J and J!

Alison E. Evans
Thinking how it used to be, do they still remember times like these, to think of us again . . . and I do

Jessica Fahey
*Ricky* I love you 1/18/84 Pals: KP, LL, KH Europe! Florida J & L Every Friday night? Jay Bicks "Dance" Thanks, RR

Dianne M. Falcone
"DI" U-who! Party with: BT, BV, KA, CG, TV, LK, JN, MA French? Cruisin' down! Hewy pumpkins! Florida '85 Thanks, Mom and Dad

Sean T. Feeny
Born to be wild Road trips Hampton Seen with: SH, SP, KD, BJ², KC², TAF, JB Thanks, Mom and Dad Later

Amy E. Fenn
*Dave* Changes *Free?* Thanks, Mom, Dad, Robin, *LH, TH, LC, and all* Keep on smiling *Bye* Summer '84 "NH" Grittle

Rhonda A. Fitte
Volleyball-mgr. Good times with: Michelle, AS, TE, LD, "TP", Terry Is it? Good luck Stac and Sue Thanks, Mom and Dad

Kimberley A. Fleming
Class of '85 Memories I love you, Craig! 9/25/82 Best friends: Mary, CL, LK, BO, JH* Thanks, Mom, Dad, and Craig! College

Patricia A. Foley
Space* Were so cool! Majorettes* Love ya, Jan, Vick, CF, KS, JO, SF, SH, BJ, Sis, and KH Thanks, Mom and Dad
David C. Forsyth

James T. Foye
“RDR” ’85 College? Cars Good times with Cottage, DC, JB, DF, The Boss No 65

Maura B. Frame
*Cross-Country* Co-Capt. Track Camp with: LM, AH, CT Good times with: SH, CM, KM, AM, VCC-JB, JH, KM Thanks, Mom and Dad!!

Alexander J. Francesconi

David M. Funaro
“Fini” ’72 Monte Seen with: BB, KS, RR, JP Psych Led Zep Macs Satl Thanks, Mom and Dad

Kimberly A. Gamache
Oh, no, not again! 9/22/84 Hey dude! LL” KR, TD, AD, JS, YW, MD, JC, MM II miss yall! The best always Thanks, Mom and Dad

Carol D. Garibotto
Summer 84-cruising! Sunglasses Nite munchies Fun with: AT, KA, MA, DW, SH, CW, DF, KL, BSD Alltop Luv, Tim Thanks, Dad and Mom

Jennifer M. Gately
“Bebe” ’44’s Demoulas Seen with: DM, MD, GM, SM, JD, MT, GL, SSD, KH, CH PJ Walk M&M’s Summer Homeroom Thanks, all

Michael E. Gilroy
Sparky Rollerskating Skiing Seen with: GMF, RDMC, PT, JP, DC, GG, LF, and EW College — pilot Thanks, Ma and Pa SHG

Donna M. Goodwill
“Donner” Italia (Cruise ’85) Sox Skips (3 in Ocean City) Pals: MA, ML, MC, MA, CM, SK, KM, CM, ML, Socia­ble JD Ciao Thanks, Mom and Dad

Kevin H. Grace
Dancin’ in the streets! Let the good times roll! Summer nights!

Wendy A. Graham
Toga Caught In U-Lowell parties with: GT, SS, CP, RG, BR, ECM, HR Majorettes Beach Skiing Thanks, Ma and Dad

Donna M. Goodwill

Kevin H. Grace

Wendy A. Graham
Rebecca and Jennifer engage in lunchtime conversation.

Joel E. Grant
CHS number one Baseball Golf
Thanks, Mom and Dad

Bruce L. Graves
Friday frisbee Forever with: GL, BC,
NC, KS, CL, ML, DR, SM, and the rest.
Thanks to Jo, KM, Mom and Dad

Steven F. Greska
Beatles, Zeppelin, Karate Good times
at the power lines with Keith Blaney,
KP, DB, RC, ML, BC, SM, JESS Thanks
Mom, Dad, and Jeff

David T. Greynolds
"Woody" #18 hockey '85 Lance romance
TR Paula's mini skirt Amy The Dead Jerry

Craig T. Griffin
Soccer: Florida '83 and England '84,
Varsity, States bound — First time ever
"Record setters" Thanks!

Robin S. Gross
Remember Trivial Pursuit, Wonderwagon,
and juicy peaches! Great times with: KM, MC, CB, DD, AV, SB, CM,
Love you Mom and Dad, I, B

John R. Guarino
Tennis "Cow in the pasture" *Lisa*
Thanks: SB and CD Hancock Point,
Maine Summer '84 Kayaking Friends:
Don and Colleen

Lori A. Hall
I love you, Davel July 19, Hampton
Beach. My '78 Love to: MH, LN, LN,
EP, SD, MR, and SC Thanks Mom and Dad
Lauren M. Hallal
Time isn't holding us, Time isn't After us — Same as it ever was same as it ever was same as it ever was same as it ever was

Stacey M. Halloran
"Stace" * Skating* Lake Placid France '84! Journey Seen with: LN, LN, LH, EP, DM, MH Love you, Jon Thanks, Mom and Dad Luck Don!

Clifford J. Hamilton
Michelle: 9-26-81 Key Club Convention Good times with: Mj, CL, SC Jomsk Construction Love ya always, Michelle

Michelle L. Hannon
This is it! (finally) "Jo's Boat" Rainbows! Miss ya: Fentons, Mr. B, Ms. S. Deans, B & T, JP, KW, KD, CT, JS! Thanks Mom and Dad and J

William K. Hannon
Europe '84! Best times with: JB, TD, PR Percussion Discussion Ski & Skate Buck Calif. Thanks, Mom and Dad

Beth-Anne Harvey
I love you, Bill! Like hello, noway! Hi to: PM, BM, PS, MB, SB, DC, and Friendly Thanks, Miche and Bruce CYA

Douglas J. Hestbacka
Grateful Dead — "Ashes, Ashes* K-9* 8-27-82*" What a long, strange trip It's been! G.D. Beach Parties with L

Kent F. Hayes, Jr.
Fun times with: KW, JK, EG, BW, PK, SL, DL, SM, DA, PR, CM, "I CAN'T DRIVE 55" "Jeep Trap"

Valerie J. Hegarty
Squal* '84 Silly times: DN, MA, TS, Gino HaHa* Ag *Sue, MS, FM, SL, JH: Rumble much? Norm! AG! Parties

Timothy S. Hehir
"Ham" '84-85 Road Trips in the '81 Poonstang Seen with: SF, BJ*, SP, DD, DIKE* TAF Skulling on Friday and Saturday 2:00. Do it!

Lauren M. Hallal
Stacey M. Halloran
Clifford J. Hamilton

Michelle L. Hannon
William K. Hannon

Beth-Anne Harvey
Douglas J. Hestbacka

Kent F. Hayes, Jr.
Valerie J. Hegarty
Timothy S. Hehir
Michelle T. Henstock
France '84 — Carol Feb. and Aug. Cold Nights! Fun with: HE, SH, LK, GD, JM, BS, KK — Bjorg and Bec — Thanks Mom and Dad and Mark — "MiMuJe".

Elizabeth A. Heslin
Hey, I did it! Remember the field? Rick James She is super freaky! Yea Best times: LL, LS, TL "KURT*"

Kimberly A. Hill
I love PC! Good times: SC, TC, CW, BL, LL, AR, I am the future of my dreams of today; yesterday is gone.

Sheryl A. Hill
Summer of "84" — "GH*" JV Tennis Great times with MF, CW, CG, AL Party on 8/11? Follow him! Thanks, Mom and Dad.

Janice A. Hohmann
Majorettes Waterskiing at Wannapesaukee Thanks, Trish Friends: TF, VS, KS, JO, We're so cool Tommy? Thanks, Mom and Dad.

Kathleen M. Holland
Fun times with LL, KP, JF, MC, AM, DC, Memories: JM SL's parties Summer fun "84" All the nutso times * We're There!"

Susan E. Hone
Best of times with: Gall KE, TI, AC, KM, SB Ronnie F* Bucs', ok? Pink Floyd Thanks, Mom and Dad.

Kristin S. Hood
"Funky" Purple Venezuelan! Home-room friends: Becca, chorus lines! Camping! Best times with: AV, KG, DD, SC, G and SW Thanks!
Kristina L. Houseman
If endings symbolize beginnings, shouldn't the goodbyes be easier? Thank you all — and especially Daniel!

Karyn J. Howard

Steven M. Hubbard
Acoustical illusions Squash "Lights, set, sound . . . . . . . . . what ever happened to 7 & 97" Boo-Boo Kitty Cheese curls

John R. Hughes
"Hughesie" Florida '83 England '84 Soccer Captain #13 State bound Pulse runs Thanks, Mom and Dad

Joseph R. Hughes
"Hughesie" Florida '83 England '84 The angel Soccer #11 Pulse State bound runs! Thanks, Mom and Dad!!

William T. Huss
Ski White Mountains Syl and Robbie are crucial champions Lowell Radio Rules

Gregory S. Hussey
Brass rules, Toronto, Canada and the jazz band Good times with: MW, LS, MS, GD, TB, MP, JL A scout is not a car

Kathleen L. Hutchins
"Hutch" Soccer #15 Scott 5/13/82 Good times with: CC, WM, JB, MC, LW, HL, SD Track Nerf-ball? Thanks Mom and Dad

Oh, darn! What was that last step?
Debra F. Irwin
Best friend, Nicole Swim team Diving
Luck to: NK, DD, KM, MC Blue eyes!
McDonalds Thanks, Mom and Dad

Ronald J. Jeanneault
The rappin' one Crashing with crash
HI, Mom The marina Seen with Dan
and those guys Trimming the forest

Shelly A. Jeffrey
|Im*missing*you! Tu? 360? There's
no party! Need a date, Kris? BB, are
you serious? * Ron Thanks, Mom and
Dad*

Edward M. Jewett, III
The musical '82-85 Bald was beautiful
Laura Chorus Orchestra Band Jazz
Band

Deborah A. Johnson
Great times with Musketeers! "You
better you bet Mike" Friends: TW, DR,
SC, Backstraw Bananaland! Thanks,
Mom and Dad

Michelle K. Johnson
9-26-81 Love ya, Cliff Convention at
Cape with: CH, CL, SC 84-85 Key Club
Vice Pres. Thanks, Mom and Dad!

Robert J. Johnson
"Johnny" Road trips "Do it to it"
Hampton Nabbed Good times with:
KC, SH, SF, BJ, BD, SP, SS Thanks, Mom
and Dad

Brian R. Judge
Ham '84 Road trip Joanie Nabbed
Fun times in homeroom with Jan
Good times with: SH, SF, JC, KC, BJ, SC,
SP

Michelle Judge
Class of 85 Number one Thanks: DR,
SB Good luck Steve in 1990 Love you,
Mom and Dad Goodbye, CHS!

Peter G. Kalaboks
Dear Dan, good luck in 1990! Ken,
take those chains off Good times with:
JM, BP, CM, and JW

Kristen L. Karcher
Michael 3/3/84 Laurel And you and
I stay close to the sidewalk ends
Goodbye . . .
Katherine M. Kehoe
Good times with: Alex, Bunny, Barb
"Ken math is" 85 84 FT, AS, KM, MH
Best Thanks, Mom and Dad

Leslie A. Kelly
French 84 with: HE, GD, SB, MH, SH,
MM Frisbee! Cape with: Bob, CI, RF
Red PJ's Best times with: HE, JM, BS,
and DA *My car* Thanks, Dad and
Mom.

Stephanie S. Kent
Chelmsford High Summer 7/4/84 I
love you Wayne The cannolis Varsity
field hockey Seen with: MA, CM, MA,
DG, ML FLA 4/84 *6

Robert D. Kenyon
Camping '84 White Mountains with
Bill and Tom Skiing "03" Same as it
ever was in a different style

Sean R. Kierce
I sat evaluating myself.
I decided to lie down.
Peter McWilliams

James A. Killian
Good times with: PK, KW, BW, SM, JK,
PR "jeep trap" Skiing Thanks, Mom
and Dad!

Susan H. Kim
Cheering! Powderpuff Seen with: MD,
bound Thanks, Mom and Dad!

Andrew W. Kirschbaum
Wildness Thon Drama Jock! Prez! The
gang! Pub room Learn your native lan-
guage Sgt-At-Arms, Kiwi Club CM
MC

Denise M. Kirven
Maurice 9/23/83 Majorette captain
85 Best friend jo Good times with: JO,
TB, CD, and MC Thanks, Mom and
Dad

Kenneth B. Koen
"Kona" Hockey #3? "Lassi Whales"
Shotgun With: GTR, BVE, Brn, CP,
DEN, Jy, Dex, Brs Salisbury

Heon J. Kook
Thanks to people who helped me out
and good luck to DW, KW, SM, CHS —
What a great school!

Julie D. Kunkel
85 Good times with: CD, TB, TV, ST
Salisbury State Park! Are they asleep?
Remember, Laura, Let's Go Crazy!

Kenneth B. Koen
Heon J. Kook
Julie D. Kunkel
Are you up to something funny, Sean?

Mary E. Larkin

Stephen M. LaBelle
"Cottage" "Scooter" Seen Al? 25¢ Queens Bang!

Michelle L. LaBlonde
Britain bound! Volleyball #16 Is it? Good times with: RS, RF, AS, TE, and AF Bruins Thanks, Mom and Dad

Lorraine M. LaCroix
Eric, 12-2-83 Me, car accidents ... Never! Good times with: RN, LD, JA and KB Thanks, Mom and Dad! Camaros

Kathleen M. Lagasse
Wort! Seen with: Edie, Valle, IW, A1, DRG Forthill Boulevard Legion party with: CS, CB, MRB? Thanks, Mom and Dad, and Danny

Michael S. Lakis
55 always Greece Best times with: Bob, Tim, Rich, Etc. Dreams Nighthawk Thanks, Mom and Dad! Smiley

Scott A. Lallas
Blooto Tara 70 Camaro Seen with: DL, KW, KH, SB, JB, SM, Van Halen Party Drums Later, Dudes!

Mary E. Larkin
Rich, 12-25-83 '85 Swimming Sum- mer of '84 Friends: M & M Powia, MF, DG, MA, JL, SK, Uncle Jim Thanks, Mom and Dad! Larks
Elizabeth A. LaRoche
"Liz" Best times with: MB, CP, F & D, PW Physical therapy on Tuesday Thanks, Mom, Dad, MC, AM, AC, GD, PP, TT College? Ogunquit — DC, forever

Jessica R. LaRoche
Bound for cosmetology Finally! Good-bye and thanks to Mr. M, Mrs. H, and Jane I love you. Jim *December 30*

Deborah A. Latour
Def Leppard is #1 VH, the boss! Pals: SB, AL, KL, TH, DL Miss M Football Bye, Miss Catalano

Kathleen P. Lavole
Good times with Val and the gang! Summer of '84. I love Chuck Thanks to VG, KG, GS, MN, PB, MR Thanks alot, CHS

Paula S. Lawrence
Capt. Swim Softball Summer of '84 Came and went too fast. My buddy, Mike! Frank Many memories forever!

Ellen F. Leahey
CAPE COD AMIGOS: KC, SD Buddies with: MOE, AM, ML, MD HAWAII '84 Drive-in York, Me. Quarters Ski "Mad-dog" Nite FASHION

Lynne M. Leary
Linda *Danny* Every Friday night? Florida with J, EDDIE, Fes, and ME DB — 1/14/84 Thanks, Mom and Dad

Mark LeBlanc
Football #61 Mob: MM, TO, PS, SKP, TT, PS, DO, RB, EP, RC Murray Hill Drive-in Beach College? Thanks, Mom and Dad

Good night, Kris!
Dean M. LeBon
Party ‘85 4 x 4 Sneaking out Seen with: SL, JB, KW, KH, KB, KG, BB Thank snow Big bucks! Bye, CHS, Mr. T, Big D

Christine M. Leclair
*Scott* Cape with MF and CH Dallas ‘84 Key Club President; ‘83, ‘84, ‘85 “Nothing but the best!” says SM Thanks, Mom and Dad

Ka-Lunn (Conrad) Lee
Life Goes On

Mia M. Lee
Donna, can I borrow my shoes? Fun with: BW, SP, MN, DL, SJ, EL, MD Babs, I did it! Party . . . . me? California surf! Ma and Pa

Michael T. Lee
Good luck to all my friends and teachers! Thanks to CHS for the four most far-out years of my life. LLB!

Lisa M. Leedberg
Superfreak *SM always* Pals: KG, KR, TD, AD, JS, WW, JC, MD Hey, dude! ’84 Hampton/Camping 11-4-83 9-22-84 Thanks, Mom and Dad

Charles M. Lehan, Jr.
The boom team Track #5 Seen with: PINAC, STUDY, JEM, ML, EW, TQ, TSG, MB, PM, TM, LB, John L Summer of ’84

Melanie J. Lemieux

Mark S. Lewis
“Lew” The “A” Mobile! Volleyball Good times with the classes of ’85 and ’86 No work; all play U. Lowell bound

Paul A. Lind
“Harpo” Football #33 Opel Fast times with: Dexter, Stansky, Rodney, Mosi, Angus, Soup Marine Led Zep

Robert P. Lindman
Wildness! Thanks to GLA “. And with each generation we strive to regain a portion of the land.”

Donna, can I borrow my shoes? Fun with: BW, SP, MN, DL, SJ, EL, MD Babs, I did it! Party . . . . me? California surf! Ma and Pa

Good luck to all my friends and teachers! Thanks to CHS for the four most far-out years of my life. LLB!
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Wildness! Thanks to GLA “. And with each generation we strive to regain a portion of the land.”
Eric A. Linstad
1985! Bradlees with: JA, KB, PR, KO, CM '68 Camaro RS! Lori, '83 — ? Always with Clio, Barbo, Monk Thanks everyone!

Heather F. Linstad
# 12 "Feath" Soccer Capt. Hoop Softball Aussie Summer *NFL* Water Ski Ugly, LB, KD Fun with: LT, SD, CC, MC, AC, CM, KH 4 SB

Christine A. Liva
FH Sticks-N-Bones! Me-N-Beth Trouble? Weis: BS, KR², PM², DC, VS, ES, TB, AB Boss Hooters *DQ* Midnight

Elaine P. Lolas
Bye, CHS "BOB — 11/12/83" "Hi, Babel!" Little MO Cape Memories '82

Christopher J. Loosigian
Wrestling = States? '85 Bombs away!

Donna M. Lovett
Tia Telephone pole, Delphine? 360, Shelley? Seagull Trash barrel! What? Violent Femmes Love you, Mom and Dad

Daniel T. Loya
YOG '85 with Cable 43 Great times with: BS, PM, TM, GE, SL, SM, ML The Who rules

Julie A. Lucas
"Jul" College bound! We are finally seniors! Celtics/Bruhns Thanks, AD Good luck to PG and DM

Gregory M. Lueck
Frisbee with: SM, BG, NC, ML, CL, KS, DR Math, chess, science teams! Fun with CM Remember, game Friday!

Virginia A. Luoro
Thanks, Mom and Dad! I love Dan! Lots of thanks to: MP, LC, DS, and JJ Good luck to AL, DL, and TB

Heather A. Lynch
"Etie" "Huff" Good times with: Valle, Wort, DG, RL Forthill memories with RL You gotta like it! No control! Thanks, Mom, Dad, and Bill

Thomas M. Lynch
Good times at the Bob House on Winwi Snowmobiles and dirt bikes — year round riding Mom and Dad

Virginia A. Luoro
Tammy’s smile is worth a thousand words.

Christine L. MacDonald
Door gently shut — stuffing bright beams of memories in my pocket; I spread my wings and fly... remembering

Timothy D. MacDonald
“Timmer” Camaro Lauren England
Grind Changes AFS Every picture tells a story. Skaters rule!

Amy R. Mace
Comfortably numb I wish I could sit on clouds. Friends: JS, JD, ML, LP, TR, MR, SM Good lovin' GD

Richard Macklin
Trip to France Best of times with: TS, BS, TO and neighborhood Jimmy Page in New York! Thanks, Mom and Tom

Douglas J. Mahoney
Skates with: GD, DR, BN, GK, BC, TM Shred all quarters. Independent Build to grind! Judge yourself first!

Stacey L. Main
Gary Good times with: JD, LC, MT Snowbound with Mic California? Roadtrip! Cruise for graduation Thanks, Dad, G&G

Parisa K. Malekani
Thanks for the good times in '85 with: MC, SM, HM, HM Thanks, Mom and Dad

Stephen D. Mallory
Upping the irons in '85 with: TS, ST, MP and MC and Kayl 24 hour session Sabbath rules!
Carl K. Manherz  
Class of '85 "About time" Pink Floyd  
The hill every morning and great times with: BD, BD, JM Keep on 4 x 4

Daniel R. Manley, Jr.  
"Dexter" "Crash" Football #42 '66  
Rambler Diana, April 8 9/7/84 Weight room (evil) Friends: Harpo, Bruno, Mosti, Rod, BC, MHP, Hed and Fed  
Mom and Dad

Sima Mansouri  
'85 Runnikes Sima Art with Mr. H and Ms. B and Mr. R Iran U.S. Best times with: CS, JS, and LO # I Prince Love to  
Mom, Dad, Sepano, EF, and M!

Lisa J. Manzi  
Venezuela Hoop Girls have fun Best times with: WM, JB, AB, KC, KH, SK  
Tsar? Jul's Mom and Dad are away!

Kimberlee A. Marchand  
Love you, Mom, Dad, Lisa, Lee, and Nickl Work Car My best wishes to:  
MM, AC, MM, SH, and BW The Boss!

Marie J. Marchand  
Police, '82: Heads, '83: The Boss, '84  
*BMW* Good times with: AC, MM, KM What a long strange trip it's been!  
GB

Craig A. Marcks  
Good times with: DE, IB, AR, JW, PK, JS,  
MA, SG, KB, BT Volvo Dead Stow Elm  
Hill Van Halen Weight lifting '85

David R. Mark  
Mike beats the odds on eating school food.
Wendy A. Marshall
*Track* Hamstring Billy forever Best times with: CM, LM, KH, JB, AB Girls have fun! Julie's 3/15/84 — always! Cape #3 Promises 5-7 Thanks, Mom and Dad

Matthew R. Marsolais
The Dead America #1 Floyd Camping Success Travel West Live right Peace KT

Kristine E. Martin
Steve, how sweet it is! Seen with: D, N, R, L and common people Sugar Ray Cape Cod Thanks, Mr. T and Mr. J

Tracy A. Martin
"Dewy" Soccer #8 Summer memories: BH, BS, RM, DG, T and Ben Hey, Dudes! Thanks, Mom, Dad, Mr. B Jelly Bean — BH "Tommy"

Paul J. Masotta
Fun with YO-YO, DJ, TW, BART and MBC Accounting "Stomper" Swimming Drywall Thanks, Mom and Dad and Renee

Kenneth J. Mathis
Watermelons forever! Dukes Memories: PC, PJ, DD, ALEX? Kenny Kehoe Thanks, Mom and Dad College

Karol K. Maybury
Eric 6/5/84 "Barols" HC, DJ France '84 Best of times with Cathy! Friends: AM, CM, DG, MA, JW, SF Thanks, Mom and Dad, E, and M

Claire E. McAndrew
Mike's Rush with DA & MW Drive Lowell parties and guys Cruising Beach Seen with: KD, KW, BC, SL, JB, BB, TB S. Calif

Ann M. McAuliffe
Annabel! *Summer '84* Friends Always! Memories! Jr. Cotillion Prom 5/4/84 *Jim* Crazy times with AUD Thanks, Mom and Dad

Michele A. McCarthy
Class of '85 is the best one ever! California — Summer of '84 Good times with SB, KP, KB, MG, LD Thanks, Mom and Dad

Kathleen S. McCormack
*85* Sid the first t-bar ride Venezuelan Love ya: *Karol*, MA, DG, Mom and Dad! *Mascot*

Edward J. McCormick
Who is this person and what is he doing in my yearbook?
Michael F. McCourt
Beach bound in '85 The best year ever!
Best times with: MS, AC, ML, FR, SL, DF
"Beaker"

Debra A. McCransen
Kevin — Summer of 84! Let the good times roll forever. I love NY Dance Metro Wicked happy to graduate!

Frank V. McDermott
Cross Country "Swank" Cheers to Venezuela Thanks, Durk! Jorge Fun with: BO, BC, KO, SR, KS "We are going to get you."

Kevin M. McDermott
Jerry Grateful Dead Fool on the hill JC Moretown, VT. "Sugarbush" "Ashes to Ashes" Sugareel! Ski Snow

Jeffrey F. McEvoy
The Dead. Oct. 8 & 9 if I Had Me a Shotgun Floyd Miled at the King "When I get my car!" Moi and V.K.S.D

Kelly C. McGinn
Thanks for all the good times "Clack" Best year in YM Love to BB, DD, KH, AV, RG, MC, mods 9, 10, 11, and Sam

Timothy S. McIlvenna

Pamela G. McKeown

Joseph A. McLaughlin
Good times, bad times; you know I've had my share Led Zeppelin #1 Plant 9/6/83 Yes 5/12/84 Thanks, Mom and Dad.

Mark R. McLaughlin
Football #54 "Mac" The Mob, PS, ML,OO, TT, BM, SKP, TO Blue Tank Murray Hill Drive-in Beach Thanks, Mom and Dad
Carolyn E. McManimon
Carrie Track Seen with: LT, GS, BW, SS, AV, DD, AB, WT
Alexanders crew
Problems much? Good luck to LS and
AP Thanks, Mom and Dad

Maureen M. McManus
Volleyball #5 York — Party Hey
dudes: Ellen, MD, AT, SB
RYE BEACH
Quarters Mad dog nite at drive-In Ski
College Bound Chris

Deena A. McMillan
"Skii" Seen with: CS, JG, JM, KM, DM,
ES, JB, Are we having fun yet? Vol-
leyball #B. Thanks, Mom and Dad, I
love you

Paul R. McNamee
McS. Whatever else Cal 1111 Friends
with: KS, BS, DL, SI, and whoever else.
Crossroads

Christopher J. McNeill
Led Zeppelin is #1 “Coin to Califor-
nia” I love you. Debbie “Skating
Away” I’m out of here — flipout! JR,
MD

Suzanne K. Melanson
Times with: SS, Beeb, MTN, TO, ACK!
9/15/84 with Soup, PB, PF, GM —
Gays? College? Carlisle? Thanks SM.
AM, Mom and Dad! Love ya!

Donna J. Mentlick
Calif. bound! Dancing Summer ’84
with Chris NY Canada Good times
with Tobi Lowell Gumby Miss ya
Thanks, Mom and Dad

Michelle E. Merksamer
I love Dave forever — 5/12/82 The
Pitts! Seger Turn the Page Good times
with: LR, JS, JP, MH, Thanks, Mom and
Dad

Ed, Heidi and Leslie, where are your sunglasses?
Paula F. Merritt
Polly FH #12 Jim AP Sticks/bones
Friends: KR, CL, PM, BS, LA Hooter!
DQ! Wellsy! Boss '84 9/15 Nasty!
Summer Gypsy

Amanda L. Miles
The Boss: '84! France: '85! Good times
with: KM, AC, MM, SC "I closed my
eyes and it slipped away ... " Thanks,
Mom and Dad

Carla L. Miller
Kathy, do you know yet? — I don't
know! Wildness! Sack 57!!! Great
times with: KH, KD, "In the Out
Door"

James V. Miller
Wildness! Intellectually we stand on
an isle in a vast illimitable ocean of
inexplicability ...

Karen A. Mills
*Cheering* Gymnastics. Best of times
with: Mara, Coco (DP, ND, Saga?),
Deb, TW, and SC *U2* France! Thanks,
Mom and Dad

Valery S. Milshstein
Class of 85 College bound from Jeru-
salem. AFS Swimming team

Elizabeth L. Miner
Brianwood: Marli, Brian, Dave All you
touch and all you see is all your life will
ever be friends: JB, LA, PB, SK, SB, M,
D, H, L

Tracy R. Mitchell
Hampton! Good times with: LM, KM,
DM, BM, MM, BM, DM, GF, DM, SM,
LL, AR, and townies Love ya's,
wanderers!!

Remember that test, Jamie? What a joke!

Polly F. Merritt
Amanda L. Miles
Carla L. Miller
James V. Miller
Karen A. Mills
Valery S. Milshstein
Elizabeth L. Miner
Tracy R. Mitchell
“And in the end
the love you take
is equal to the love
you make . . .”

Swimming. Math, Chess Thanks and
good luck to all friends, Mr. Q, Mr. J,
Mr. S, and ex-teachers Farewell 'ole
CHS!!

Summer '84 — P.A.1 Great times with:
Kim, CM², KM, MF, SH 8/17 Gymnastics CPT. *France* Thanks. Mom and Dad

Trainee Thanks, Doc Phys. Therapy
Mrs. D's class Thanks, Mom and Bob
Two more years, Ricky — Good luck.
Chris 5-19-84 *Beach

To the best of times with the gang
*Mouse* Fire and Drum #25 Thanks
MC, KM, CB, AV, RG, DI, DD, K and K
GD* Mom and Dad

Venezuela '84 AFS Orchestra Good
times with: HM, VG, EF, KM, BE. Good
luck, Sis Love ya, #66

Fun times with: HE, LK, MH, RS, GD,
and SM France '84 *Field Hockey*
Captain BB, SB College bound

Argentina AFS! Florida bound with
Laureen! Great times with: Al, Mel,
CM, MF. College Swim and ski Vail.

"Murmur" Soccer #7 Mobsters: PS,
MM, ML, TO, DO, TT, SKP, EP Green
England bound Mega — Tadmuck —

"Mighty Mouth" Speedy Jim 3/19/83
"Free Bird" Dio Summer Snow
Friends: LP, AE, LW, JP, LR, MM, JB, SF,
KL, MZ, KB Pink Floyd

"Israel '84" Missing you! Good friends
with: LL, CL, TP, LD, SC, ML, and PLB
Thanks Mom and Dad!

Christine! Best times with: Robin, Jill,
SA, SJ, SS, and Andy Oct. 18 "Sleigh
Road Times" Thanks, Mom and Dad
Melissa Nicholas
*85* I love you, Peter — 3/28/84 College bound. Best times with: HW, MC, and PD Thanks. Mom and A-Line

Laura Novelline

JoAnne F. O'Brien
Chris' Basketball #33 Hampton! Best friend: Dedil Pais: Pammy and Barb at WH, and HP — Lowell — The Gang *Rick* Thanks. Mom and Dad

Kyle M. O'Brien
"O'B" Cross Country 85 Y-Trap with: BO, SR, KS Thanks, Durk Waterfall

Daniel W. O'Connell
Music is the future. Rickenbacker is where it is all! Pink Floyd rules!

Karen L. O'Connell
It's been real! Good luck: AP, LS, and keep in touch: SB, GD France! Thanks. Sue, Mom and Dad

Denis O'Connor
Zuma "What? Me worry?" Crash Fruit & Veg Club Neil Young Caution Please stay within 300 feet of firetrucks

Julie P. O'Connor
Best times with: PT, JH, LR, TF, KS GO CRAZY PAUL 7-1-83 Bruins U2 rules Thanks. Mom and Dad!

John Oczkowski
Chelmsford is best! Lennon and the Beatles forever! Beware of Gentle Ben GM and HE! Thanks Mom and Dad!

Derek P. O'Grady
"Hecta" mobsters: MM, ML, PS, BM, TT, TO, SKP, RC Come on baby Weekend: Ark, Tank, or Tadmuck
John P. O'Grady
"Spiderman" friends: Immy, J-ster, Shlom, Manja BU or MIT? Basketball Celtics Venezuela '85 Jack sorry ML Roll

Timothy L. O'Keefe
"Keefy Baby!" Crusin' with the MOB: ML, MM, TT, RM, SKP, PS, DO, EPQIIS '84 Venezuela '85 The big blue tank

Christine Olenchak
Summer '84 with Judy Fl How old? Thanks, Dave! Three years, Trish BW to EL Moe and Deb Go Crazy! Insurance Thanks, Mom and Dad

Robert A. Orlando, 11
The taxi man never gets lost. John 4x440 Thanks to all my friends everywhere! Love you, Erin Thanks, Mom and Dad

Brian P. O'Sullivan
Cross Country State Champs 1984! Durk, "Winning isn't everything, it's the only thing!" France, 1985

Michael P. Palermo
Football #25 Jerry The Dart RND #2 With: Kona, Brownie, Den College Bye, Mom and Dad

Lisa A. Pare
I love Jon — 2-6-81 — forever Hampton with BL, DC, LP, LC, GT, BUG Van Halen #1. Mt. Snow Why? Love you, Mom and Dad

Sung Ki Park
"Sunk" "Madman" The MOB: Mac, Lebby, Bopper, Hectar, Murmur, Oni, Keefy, Eli, Master MIT? Thanks, Mom

Charles Parsek
Sweet home Chicago "OK, Son, who's got the gun?" Unit one-golden? Local boys Mad Camping

Gary T. Paschal
Scott J. Patenaude
Best times with the boys in '84: NS, BK, DS, BV? KC? Working night crew with Nick. Thanks Nick. "I won, win place in show. Thanks, Ma.

Annette L. Pearson
"Netty" Good times with: PK, LM, MM, CF, GH, MN, JP. '85 Mrs. D. TD '85 Vic New Hampshire— I did it! Love you, Mom and Dad!

Marc J. Pelchat
Hockey — 12 Chinese food! Fun with: Tobs, Beave, Konal "BB" Baseball — 26 College — MVC Champs!! Thanks Mom and Dad! Beach bound.

Christine E. Pendergast

Toby L. Perelmuter

Deborah A. Perham
"Perham!!! Can ever? Mike Best friends with: SB, KB, CK, MD, PB Ed's. Beach?! Summer '84 Mountains. Scott Thanks, Mom and Dad.

Laura Perlak

Christopher J. Petersen
Jake, You Dog * JFK * AMK * God Bless the USA. YABBA DABBA DOO Fruit And Vegetable Club.

Jeffrey W. Peterson
Thanks Dean Boucher, Mr. Durkin, Mom and Dad. Friends: BS, CT, TT, BM, KP. Cross Country, Van Halen, Rush.

Kelly A. Phaneuf

Brian W. Pierro
Life, Gotta Love It! "Tear Down The Wall" Cabin — 42 — Saco — Gratefully Dedicated —

Scott J. Patenaude
Annette L. Pearson
Marc J. Pelchat
Christine E. Pendergast
Toby L. Perelmuter
Deborah A. Perham
Laura Perlak
Christopher J. Petersen
Jeffrey W. Peterson
Kelly A. Phaneuf
John T. Pianowski
Brian W. Pierro
Lauren, before Gumby, that is!

Brian H. Pittenger
Wilderness! Pooh Lives France, Quebec & Gencon My Vette & Group! The known is finite, the unknown is infinite —

Elizabeth H. Pokorny
Soccer #81(Capt) "England "81"
* Good Times with: Held at Cape & NP & With 2 Ln, LH, SH, SK, MEL2, & DR
Thanks Mom, Dad, G, & C!

Joseph F. Power
Snow Ski Hendrix Yes College? Good Luck "85" Thanks, Ma

Carol P. Precobb
Danny 10-24-83 "Snow Storms" Fridays at GT's! Silliness with: TF, SS, GT, HR, WG, LC, BR. Thanks, Pat and Gilly!!

Joann M. Premo
*85* Time flies when you're having fun! The Bradlees Gang! "My Boat" Good Luck SHA — BABE, MH and CT Love you, Mom

James K. Prescott
Best of times with Jon, Monty, "Blue Bomb", hi-fi, and LION. Thanks, Mom and Dad. Good Luck, Sue! RPI bound!

Edward S. Price
Football — Mob: Leb, Mac, Ton, Mur, Kef, Parties USMC Spring! Apocalypse Now
Kevin R. Proulx
Party '85 Good Times with: KB, SG, BC, DB, WC, JC, and SM. Bob Seger Later, CHS I did it Mom! College Bound

Mark R. Provencher
Love you, Anne L. Party! Don't eat the school food. It's hazardous! '85 We're not going to take it anymore

Robert J. Raduazzo
Class of '85 Rules! Love, Mom and Dad! With: JC, MA, DA, HS HIP HIP HORAAll!!

Christine L. Ralls
Sami The Best Friends and The Best Times!! We made it, Ric!! * Seen with: TN, AR, PD, GA, Italy Thanks — Mom and Dad!!

Deborah A. Read
Class of '84 awesome! Good times with: MJ Three more years, Johnny — Good luck! Love and thanks, Mom!

Edwin H. Redman
Cross Country Durk Camp '84 Seen with: OB, SR, OS, KS Goodbye Jo, Durk, Mom, Dad, and the "Snake Shake"

David Rega
"REEGAAH!" What first name? Football #45 Bum gator or Betsy? Brownie

Maureen C. Regan

Is this a case of deja vu?
Memories beyond words. What's a Woody? Gak at Weis! Juggle romances. Thanks PM, CL, KR, DT, Miss, Mike! Love you, Mom and Dad.

Yesterday's successes belong to yesterday, will all of yesterday's defeats and sorrows. Life's begun '85!

Italy in '85. Good friends. Thursday nights! Jesus Christ! Lives! Love to all! PCECC, CS, BR. Thanks, Mom and Dad.

*Ski* Love to Tom, SB, JD, EE, RO, RR, CT. **Vet SCHOOL/ Boas, etc. Dungeons and Dragons. *It's all relative*! Panama *57* Infinity.


Good times with: JS, SS, KS, JO. Get a clue? CT??! Possibilities! Nice boys?!. Thanks, Mom and Dad.

I love you, Frank! Fun 2/4/84 Parties with: LP, GT, WG, LC, CC. Toga. "Venezuela." Thanks, Mom and Ray!!


No more hw 7-8 Mac's with: Barbo, Clio, Raul, SS. Beach cruisin' time. *Hi Karen*
Kellie M. Robinson
'85 Belo bene Best Buddies: CW, KM, LL, LH, RF, KR Beachwalks HI LOS, FBS, Clancy God bless Mom and Dad

Craig A. Rogers
"Chicken" Football #4! Ski and beach trips with: Rock, TR, Frank, and the Big Guy Hair? — Hawks! College Thanks, Ma and DT

Dorice A. Romano
"Cheeks" Band The pits JV Soccer Capt. Photography A wall with LF '84- '85 with: Todd, DJ, TW, SC, SF, EP, AD, MS M & M's!

Robert P. Romano, Jr.
'84-'83 Ozzy; Rush Coca Cola Nationals MINN with KW, WVA; Ski Vermont "All eyes" Seen with: WK, YJ, DS, BG, CM Thanks, Mom

Rebecca A. Rook
College bound in '86 Great year thanks to good friends: RR, TM, SB, JD, CT, EE Love to Carl

Heldi-Marie Roscoe
Gregg 7-7-81 Friends with: WG, GT, SS, CP, LC, LA, HS Thanks to the Walker family and special friends Love ya, Mom!

Scott L. Rosenzweig
He who controls the past controls the future — WE control the past! *See you in the year 2000* — FM, KO, BO, KS

William F. Ross
Good luck to the Class of '85 Memories stay in our minds College bound or whatever Thanks, Mom and Dad

Kathleen S. Russo
Field hockey #21 *Boss '84* Seen with: PM*, CL, BS, KR, DC, LS, *DQ* Half day! The van '83 Sticks/bones! Hooters! Jimbo ** Chuck 10-4-82
Leslie, are you working on layouts or calculus?
Todd M. Shakley
CHS 2 — Billericia 2 1984 Florida '83
"Shaker!" States bound!

David M. Shea
"Captain Coconut" Best times with:
Saint, Dick, Humma, Zuma, B.C. and at
Winni/Lil 'Peach Chevron Thanks, Ma and
Dad

Susan A. Shea
"Sue" Swim capt. White Mtns. (*Charlie — summer, '84!*) Best friend
Dale 'yo "No problem!" Florida
friends: SM, MC

Bethann Sheehy
Fatty — I hate school! Me and Chris —
Trouble Mr. T F.H. #13 Seen with: CL,
TB, ES, KR, PM*, MC, SD. *KF* Long
Beach Thanks, Mom and Dad

Steven F. Shelley, II
Ski! Steamboat? Quest (22 × The
Deck) "The Bet" Bill the Cat (summer
'84 = Clash) Thanks: Gacks, CM, PS,
TW & Student Council

John R. Shields
Wack "Maxi" new and improved — It's
casual Eeeeeeek! Fun with: GA, SH, Fruit-
loops Volleyball Have a good one!

Leonard G. Shokum
Band President/Drum Major *Scar-
borough* Egremont A man for all sea-
sions 1234 It's casual

Quick! Everyone out the window!
Gina M. Signorello
Rep to all! Never forget CB, HS, BF
Unbounded Thanks for shift two Love
& Luck: LS, TS, VS, PS Here we go!

Theodore C. Sihpol, III
Soccer #3 capt. "Hed" England '84
'73 Ford LTD States? UNH? UVM??
Seen with: DM, PL, SB, RJ, MC, FC
Thanks, Mom, Dad, and Coach F.

David A.G. Sillan
Lord, I pray that there be a new
phoenix in all of us. May we all take
charge of our own lives! Amen

Victoria M. Simolunbas
Butch Slick Best times at Bayview Bos-
ton (Billerica pals) Majorettes We're
so cool " RH"

Christine E. Simone
Christsy?! Swimmin' "Mudwrestling,
"Jose?" Seen with: DM, BW, JO, MKN
Cape '84 Good luck all! Thanks, Mom
and Dad

George K. Simolan
"Kirk" Memories '85 France with: SR
& BOS Swim & Tennis Thanks Mom,
Dad, LA, E, PM, KO, ER Au revoir CHS;
Bonne jour college

Patricia L. Smaldone
Summer '82 and '84 Field events #1
track #2 California University
bound Air Force or Coast Guard?
Friends: TZ, BM, RD, VS HI, Dave

Susan L. Smiley
Mike 6-25-84 Majorette Best times
with: GT, WG, HR, CP, LC, JS Gall's
barn! Gas? Tegal Thanks Ma, Dad, and
Paula

Michelle A. Smith
Bye band, Jazz band, (flute, sax) France
'84 Drama Love you: Mark, J. M. Gall,
Chrispy, Toby, JL, Trev, Meat, DG, EH,
and LP

Tobias S. Smith
Up the iron on the World Slavery Tour
People at work and school: ST, SM,
MC, MP, and MI Can I play computer?

Sonya D. Snyder
Monty Python for president Here's to
the band and chorus Thanks to all
friends Boston, here I come!
Andrea M. Soracco
Best memories with: RF, ML, AS, TE, and MC Italy in '84 and '85 with AS and AV Thanks BH, AH, and Mom and Dad

Heather A. Spence
Seen with: GS & CB always — we three Conquer that MT Friends: Tiz, Betz, BF, KD, GD, etc. Soccer *Thanks Mom*

Randy J.D. Spence
Thanks, Mom and Dad and Peter — I made it! Seen with: *AS*, K'C'M, ER, MC (Kelly's idea) Dead sand ***AS requested***

Kim A. Stanley
Good luck to my sis and cousin College bound Seen with: LE, GC, KH, CT, DD, BR, and SS Duran Duran is #1!

Kevin M. Stark
"Nero"? See ya, PM, DL, ML, BS, and the rest Caf — 11/11 — Lunch, Finally! Moxie (PM) "Who are you?"

Scott D. Stevens
"Spot" Lake Winni with: KC, BJ, SB Always love you. Suzie 67-GTX Lifting with: TD, GM, DW. Skiling Thanks, Mom and Dad

Thomas A. St. Germain, Jr.
"Slig" Two times CC Capt.* Cross country champs* Flying Lions Great times with: AB, MB, SB, Cath. Mem. beware! Thanks, Mom, Dad, and Durk CHS, '85

Jennifer A. Sullivan
Ray Martha's Vineyard 82-84! Feb. 6 Good times with: LR, KS, MM Color guard College! Thanks, Mom and Dad

Kathy A. Sullivan
B-Ball #45 Summer! No, seriously? HL and VS, I'm so sorry! Seen with: VS, TF, JJ, JO, LR Thanks, Mom and Dad

Keith M. Sullivan
"Sully" Hoop, football Good times with: DF, BB, SS, and "Ivan" Bruins, Nifty #1. Thanks, Dan and Betty

Paul J. Sweeney
PJ Bopper Mob' 85; MM, ML, TO, BM, DO, TT, SKP Twist and shout It's Magic Lunacy Michigan? Oh, my

Pamela J. Szufnarowski
Paul 8/2 FH #35 Greece Beach house. The captain Radical Beatles Paris '84/ Rugby Sid Friends
The Class of 1985, the best one ever!

Michelle Taddeo
Greg Party Best times with: SM, JD Dan = Trouble Mr. O'Sheal Thanks alot, Mom and Dad

Sharon Tansino
85 Get in the tent Beach with: TB, CD, TV, JK Bye, Mr. Taranto Good luck ST, JT Remember LF Thanks, Mom and Dad

Ann M. Taylor
I finally made it! Seen with: LB, LP, TR, DT Labor Day weekends in mountains “In five minutes” Thanks, Joe and Filo

Deborah L. Taylor
Ray, forever! October 9, 1981 Good times at Rye Beach and Nantasket Seen with: TR, LP, AM, KA

Mary C. Taylor
Memories! Times with Tom France College Friends: SB, KN, SC, BS, KM, CD, SW, TW, CQ, AB, AM Thanks Mom and Dad, Sue

William M. Tessier
“Bill” ’78 vette Keys? Seen with: DO, CP, PT, HD, DD, JP & Zuma Zeta Epsilon Omega

Steven L. Teubner
Gall E. Thompson
My house! Fun: SS, WG, LC, CP, HR, LP, BR, Wiggles, DC, toga! California Hampton 83' Thirsty?! Thanks Mom, Karen

Thomas F. Tobin
"Tobs" Hockey #1 83-85 Baseball 83 College bound Good times in 85 with: GW, OB, MP, AF, BC, MD Thanks, Mom and Dad!

Lesley A. Tolpa
Field Hockey "Talkative"?? Tux? Dig down deep! Friends: CM, KW, BS, AV W2, AB Love you lots Mom, Dad and Caryn

Anthony P. Toomey
"Ony!" Cruisin' with the mob I'll walk! Not far for TR and 1M Hey, AC, hikes to Ruak's! Comedy Air Force Ivy? Fame

Charlene Trigones
"Cha" BL -- My heart throbb Good times with: JM & MH Downtown Lowell Hey dude: Jim, Ed, Al *Summer beach bound!*  

Allison J. Tucker

Christopher H. Tucker
Football #66 Tuck Thanks Whack and Kodiak Have a good one! Thanks, Mom and Dad

Chris, do you have a pass?
Diane M. Valcourt

"Valle" Bob Seger '83 fun with: Wortl and Edie. Fort Hill Cool Cat Summer with: BJ, HL, KL. Thanks, Mom and Dad!

David C. Vennard

'85 is the best Art room blues Thanks, Mr. B Thanks, Mom and Dad

Kristina A. Vennard

Led Zep Party with: CD, TB, JK, ST, DF, FR Officer Tinney! Many thanks to Daddy, Cathy, and Skils/The Tent

Annemarie C. Voss

Class of '85 Beaching Vive L'Italia Outing Club — Mead Base & Uncle Andy Friends with: TO, KH, KM, DD, AB, GW & SW, BP, MOD 10

Stephen M. Vowels

Wild at Moose Pond! Good times with: TB*DO*RR*CO*BW*BC Double Standard #1 Face to Face! Thanks, Ma and Dad

Bradley W. Wadlow

Writing! The Voice Seen with AS and LS Good Luck to the Class of 85! Thanks, Mom and Dad College bound!

Colleen M. Waldron

Summer '84 Bel the best Hampton Good times with: KR, SH, CG, LH, RF, KR, and MA Thanks, Ma and Dad

Brendan S. Wall


Tracey L. Wallace

We did it, Debi! Space — Who, me? Greece Seen with: DJ, DR, KM, SC, SW, SS, OM, LC, etc. Thanks, Mom and Dad

Patrick C. Walsh

Acoustical illusions, Glp, Jazz, Fresh air. Sure is getting warm! Thanks to the little people!

Rebecca R. Warren

"Becca" England Lorna Swim Canoe Toronto *Mudwrestling* Good luck: CS, CM, MR, BA, WW 85 is best Thanks, Mom and Dad
Veronica S. Warren
"Ver" Hampton Van Halen 8/17/84
Party all night: JC, BW, KR, TA, LL, KG, AD, TDI Yipe! Thanks, Mom and Dad Lights Out

Mark J. Webber
Trumpet Jazz Band Thanks: JJ, Clash
Toronto France Seconds DK's #1 Fun: MS, TP, GH, TB, LS, L & K, JG, MC, MD

Denise M. Welder
Popcorn and fritos! Rainy beach Let's go crazy! Macs/Go for it! May 27, 1984 — Eric Great friends forever! Thanks, Mom and Dad

Dori J. Welder
Great friends "Keen" Macs: BW, EM, and DW Take a bird fritos: CC Mrs. N and Deb's wedding Ed's jokes! Thanks, Mom and Dad

Leah A. Wellbrenner
Class of '85 Rules Good times with: AE, MN, YP, SH, GY. Pookie summer of '84 the best

Christopher M. Weinbbeck
Good friends. Dates and more dates! Art, drama, musical. TV Thanks, MD
Good luck to Sherri, JG, JS, Sis

Joseph W. Wetmore
Finally free! Ski 93 Malibu Stowe bound Good times with: RL, FY, PK, MW, KW Seen with: 66, PL, ST

Greg H. Whitney
"Squeezy" Europe in '84 VP French Club Sports Editor Good times with: SW, KH, TT, AB, and AV, and BS Better, but not best Thanks, Mom and Dad

Steven G. Whitney
The better half "La Tour Eiffel" Seen with: GW, AB, KH, Parachute, SC, MT, MA, BS, AV, '65 Chevy Friends Thanks. Mom and Dad

Christopher R. Willand
Good times Good friends. Thanks, Mom and Dad

Julia A. Willis
Summer of '84 and '85 in Oahu! France Karol, Cava? Fun: Sue, B., MT, PB, MB, HW, MC, RL, MC *Et-TM-CH*
I love ya, Ma, Dad, FE, and JG
Atsuko Yamazaki
Happy and unforgettable Senior year in US on AFS from Japan. Good luck to everyone and glad to meet you!

Gail V. Yamello
Best times with Sue and "Watha" Eyes
Good luck to: TI, KE, DO, PO, and everybody else! Prodigal lives! Thanks, Mal xoxo

Brian D. Yates

Shawn W. Yoder
Newport '82. Toronto '84. So long Mr. Leite and the CHS Band. Into the real world we depart. Brass rules.

Michael Zahos
Football #73 Chev Guitars. What! Love MM, NO Ozzy '82. Seen with: GM, SD, DD. Fat tackles later.

Slim Zouari
Thanks to CHS for a wonderful AFS year. Love to Mom, Dad, Rob, Mandy, and Lysia. Hope to see you in Tunisia.

Tanya Zouzas

Vicki and Tanya hanging out.
THERE IS NO DEATH
There is a plan far greater than the plan you know;
There is a landscape broader than the one you see.
There is a haven where storm-tossed souls may go —
You call it death — we, immortality.
You call it death — this seeming endless sleep;
We call it birth — the soul at last set free.
'Tis hampered not by time or space — you weep.
Why weep at death? 'Tis immortality.
Farewell, dear voyageur — 'twill not be long.
Your work is done — now may peace rest with thee.
Your kindly thoughts and deeds — they will live on.
This is not death — 'tis immortality.
Farewell, dear voyageur — the river winds and turns;
The cadence of your song wafts near to me,
And now you know the thing that all men learn;
There is no death — there's immortality.

UNKNOWN

In Memoriam
Laura Feeney
Michael Goodwin
James Mc. Sturier
JINGLE BELL ROCK

'Tis the season to be jolly!

Visions of sugar plums danced in their heads.

Mr. Simonian and Mary take time out for a chat.

Our lovely advisors receive flowers.
All that dancing worked up a thirst. Wendy Marshall and Bill Campbell were crowned Queen and King.

The happy holiday season is reflected.

The holiday spirit smiles upon us.

DECEMBER 14, 1984
HUNGRY HEARTS

"Heart of Gold" by Neil Young

"Change of Heart" by Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers

"Hold Me Now" by Thompson Twins

"Sunglasses at Night" by Corey Hart

"Hearts" by Yes

"Don't You (Forget About Me)" by Simple Minds
"Let's Dance" by David Bowie

"Magic" by The Cars

"Strut" by Sheena Easton

"Dancing with Myself" by Billy Idol

"Teacher, Teacher" by 38 Special

"Heart of Rock and Roll" by Huey Lewis and the News

"Let's Go Crazy" by Prince and the Revolution

"Hungry Heart" by Bruce Springsteen

FEBRUARY 8, 1985
Perfect! Have you aged a little, Mike?

I don't like mousse in my hair! It must have been Jenny Jones!

Tom listens to Sophie's every word.

Squire Allworthy is on his sick bed.
My mutha was killed!

I'll put $5 on Jones!

It only hurts when you thank me.

The deeper qualities, such as money and property, last a lifetime.

A dozen roses were sent on opening night.
Shake it up, Dean Taranto!

Many faculty members gave time and talent to raise money for scholarships.

Mr. Simonian receives a change of face.

That sherry was for cooking, Mrs. Ovitt!

But I thought I was the Reverend Humphrey!

Would someone please tell me what is going on?
Jitterbuggers demonstrate how it was done in the 50's.

I'm just saying my prayers, sir.

Ooof!

You won't believe what I just did!

See how they run!
Fleogan biæfen (flægan-byæfen) OE A nocturnal beast found in the northern extremes of Europe and Asia. Approximately fifteen inches long and having a wingspan of over four feet, this animal is covered with grey fur. This peaceful animal preys on small rodents using acute senses of sight and smell, and nests in}

Lisa DeMings  
Jane Egan  
John Allen  
John Krause  
Carol Precobb  
Stephanie McGinn
The space shuttle allowed man to walk on a new frontier.

1984/85 proved to be a time of change in many respects. New frontiers were further challenged by man and machine, augmented interests in the entertainment field were evident, and a restored sense of nationalism was apparent.

Modern science has a heart.

Miss Liberty underwent a face lift.

"Who ya gonna call? . . .
Ghostbusters!"

Clara Peller asked, "Where's the beef?"
Phil Maher raced his way to victory in Yugoslavia.

Mary Lou Retton proved to the world that she's a perfect "10".

In the 1984 Summer Olympic Games, our athletes' achievements reflected America's warmth and pride. On the professional playing fields, new records were set — athletically and financially...

The Detroit Tigers utilized great talent to win the World Series.

Doug Flutie — B.C.'s six million dollar man.

The U.S. Gymnastics Team expresses our success in the Summer Olympics.

Walter Payton broke Jim Brown's all-time rushing record.
Peace and goodwill were expressed domestically and internationally. New beginnings in world harmony were escalated. Traditional values were upheld. It was a beautiful year in the neighborhood.

Desmond Tutu received the Nobel Peace Prize for his efforts to end apartheid in South Africa.

Mr. Rogers hung up his sweater forever, in the Smithsonian.

Throughout 1984/85, the Pope delivered his message of peace to the many peoples of the world.

In a landslide victory, Reagan and Bush were re-elected.

The world welcomed the newest Royal Edition, Prince Harry.
The Chelmsford High School Class of 1985 sponsored foster child Mustapha Nyei of Liberia. This five year old child was given a new hope for the future. The C.H.S. Class of '85 truly cares!

India lost Prime Minister Indira Gandhi to vengeful Sikh assassins.

Vietnam Veterans received well-deserved recognition for their heroism.

...1984/85 contained many hardships; yet, hope prevailed. Duty was sometimes costly, but reasons often justified the cause and made pain more bearable. Recognition was given to those who lost their lives in defense of these convictions, while assistance was given to those who might someday travel the new frontiers.

The Marines came home.
The Class of 1986 delights in challenge. We challenge our parents, our teachers, the rules, and each other — daily. This should not be seen as disrespect, but as a searching for identification, a willingness to take part in a contest — we lay claim on the world around us and seek our just role. We are filled with contradictions in a contradictory world. We will challenge what we cannot accept as ours. We will dare to create an alternative. If the rules do not apply, we will examine and re-write them, if necessary, so that they apply fairly to all. We challenge Chelmsford High School to teach us, to prepare us for what lies ahead. We do not want to stumble, but we will — even without your help. Life offers many challenges to us as individuals. Its greatest — the challenge to be one among many, belonging, and still being me. And it is with the guidance and leadership of our advisors, Miss Michelyn Scarpetta and Mr. John Morse, that we meet, accept, and accomplish our challenges.
BOTTOM ROW: M. Lampropoulos, H. Kashwabara, K. Harris, V. Harriott, R. Harvey, M. Hall, M. Gavin
ROW TWO: Mr. Carpenter, D. Lautin, M. Keenan, G. King, R. Hunnewell, J. Gillis, T. Knox, G. Girard

BOTTOM ROW: W. Leedberg, K. MacFarlane, A. McCormack, H. Morton, J. McIlvain, L. Montecoriso
ROW TWO: D. Leprebon, L. Lukas, M. Loyd, D. Markham, M. McLaughlin, M. Naper, K. McCarthy, B. McIlvain, Ms. May
TOP ROW: S. Levesque, D. Lawrence, A. Morse, G. Martino, J. Li, L. Marchand, R. Milotte, S. McCall

BOTTOM ROW: P. Ortolano, T. Paletta, S. Pawlina, D. Pollycock
ROW TWO: C. O'Keefe, M. Scott, T. Quinn, J. Ricciardil, K. Raffaelo, M. Powers
TOP ROW: Mr. Fenton, S. Pelletier, M. O'Leary, P. Russell, J. Reck, E. Okvist

TOP ROW: R. Webber, L. Weeks, D. White, S. Wilson, J. Waters
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WLHIII

JUNIOR CLASS REPRESENTATIVES

BOTTOM: L. Signorello ROW TWO: D. Cadogan, M. Scott, Mr. Morse, T. Blumstein, P. O'Connor TOP ROW: C. Diodati, C. MacDonald, J. Kennedy, M. Doyle, S. Petit

Jolly juniors always have a smile ready!

Smile: Aliens may be watching!

C'mon Scott, cat food isn't that great!

Tell me this isn't going in the yearbook!

Okay, now is this your good side?
Ladies of the Round Table?

Really, I do belong to the human race!

Will the person who is really selling these lollipops please stand up?

How now brown cow and the cow jumped over the moon.

Look, I can see you without turning my head!

I'll just pretend the camera isn't there.

Another soul-lifting day at school.

Yeah! We finally made it to the right side of the camera!
The Class of 1987 is one of the largest to pass through the halls of Chelmsford High School. Although large in size, the students are friendly, cooperative, and personal. They are always ready to accept challenges through a united direction. Positive of leaving their mark in the annuals of the school, the students are anxious to follow the strong traditions of preceding classes and hope to make their four years at Chelmsford High School a time to fondly remember in the years ahead. As their advisors, we, Mr. Edmund O'Shea and Mr. Bernard Queenan, are eager to help them make these years memorable.
H240

BOTTOM ROW: T. Sano, N. Reyer, T. O'Donnell
ROW TWO: K. Parker, T. Peterson, M. O'Donoghue, J. Roark, B. Rosthwell, M. Pare, B. Ross, S. Olsen

H241

BOTTOM ROW: A. Smith, M. Trudel

W336

BOTTOM ROW: C. Ayers, J. Allen, A. Bobola, D. Bearor, J. Bellemore, L. Applebee, B. Campbell

W337

BOTTOM ROW: K. Dickson, S. Davis, G. Daley, D. Desfosse, R. Dalton
The shin bone's connected to the thigh bone...

Hey, give me that camera.

Heather is always ready with a smile.

The Cafe is always the place to do your homework.

Smile, Rob; this one's for the yearbook.

Get me in, too!
Karyn and Amy are all set to leave. 5 . . 4 . . 3 . . 2 . . Come on, Bell! Everybody say, "Cheese!"

Robyn says, "Relax".

Everybody say, "Cheese!"

Matt looks thoroughly excited. Give me a break. See you later, guys!
The Class of 1988 is enthusiastic and fun-loving. Its members are very supportive of both school and class activities. The class representatives provide effective leadership in challenging the class members. The class advisors, Mrs. O'Bryant and Miss Tanguay, are most pleased and impressed with the spirit of cooperation shown in the efforts of all the class members in supportive functions such as Freshman Get Acquainted Pot Luck Supper and candle sales and in meeting the challenge to help others through the turkey drive, Santa Fund, and toy drive. The members of the class are generous, thoughtful, and a pleasure to work with in class activities.
ROW THREE: M. White, M. Shylan, M. Terranova, H. Weissman, L. Young, K. Wunschel  
TOP ROW: S. Sousa, M. White, M. Vanallo, J. Warren, K. Wholey
E315
BOTTOM ROW: R. Leno, J. Lloyd, A. Lopresti
ROW THREE: J. Joyce, R. Kelley, P. Kelly, R. Lallas, B. Larkin, J. Lee
ROW TWO: P. Hocknell, R. Houle, K. Hudson, C. Hunnewell, A. Ivanov, J. Jarvis, J. Johnson
TOP ROW: M. Sitagusa, M. Gould, C. Gschwind, M. Hannon, J. Harrington, R. Harter, J. Hawes, J. Hayes

E317
BOTTOM ROW: K. Monks, C. Moran, N. Lupoli, B. Martin, C. Moschen, S. Merrill
ROW TWO: W. Mays, L. Martin, B. M重心, R. Matretta, S. McCarthy
TOP ROW: Mrs. Settounay, K. McGrath, R. Marcotte, P. McKenzie, A. McCaffrey, D. McNaught

E319
ROW THREE: S. Murray, J. Rogers, S. O'Hayre, H. Patenaude, L. Perriello, T. Olenchak
ROW TWO: T. Russell, S. Nussbom, S. Payne, L. Patience, A. Russel, Mr. Savoisk TOP ROW: S. Nelson, K. Petersen, J. Murphy, D. Robinson, B. Sampson

E323
H244

H-DE

ROW TWO: D. Regan, C. Oliver, C. Romano, S. Murray, P. Piscecco, P. Murphy
TOP ROW: P. Porrer, P. Reynolds, R. Philpot, K. Pratt, K. Noonan, C. Nyhan, Mr. Thomas

HLHII

BOTTOM ROW: D. St. Germain, R. Wilder, K. Shine, C. Vaich, J. Roy, D. Zebeley, J. Weeks

W321

BOTTOM ROW: S. Nabefeld, J. Lawrence, C. Mattaliano, J. Leonard, K. Marshal
ROW TWO: D. Mesiti, T. MacComber, M. Morrison, T. McMaster, S. MacCallum, J. Monteodorisio
TOP ROW: K. Murray, S. Mansouri, J. Miele, A. Lova, K. Miu, D. McHale, Ms. Roberts

W324

BOTTOM ROW: J. Picariello, G. O’Brien, J. Sham, S. Sanzo
ROW TWO: Ms. McCoy, K. O’Donoghue, S. Pollock, C. Perry, D. Olney, A. Sadeczyk, J. Kook
FRESHMEN CLASS REPRESENTATIVES


I'm good enough for a solo shot, right?

Don't look in your locker; a book is eating your hand!

Try to look interested, okay?

Hey, is it alright if we get to hear this joke?
Yes, freshmen are smiling people, too!

Are you talking to me?

If we pretend they're not there, maybe they'll go away.

Thanks, Mom; you made my day!

At least one person knows what is going on!

Doug Flutie and B.C., all the way!

I love it! What is it?
When we welcome an incoming freshman class to Chelmsford High School, one of our most important commitments to the young adults is to help them develop a personal commitment to meet the challenges facing them during their high school years and to build the foundation necessary to meet challenges beyond graduation. These challenges come in a variety of forms: personal integrity, honesty, and dependability; social responsibility, involvement, and commitment to fellow-man; intellectual curiosity, independence, and maturity.

In the last four years, the Class of 1985 has demonstrated in a most serious fashion that it accepted the challenge of meeting challenges and is leaving a model of maturity, integrity, responsibility, commitment, and involvement for underclassmen to follow. This is the finest of gifts that any class can ever dream of leaving. It is not only a gift but a legacy.

As you leave Chelmsford High School, you take with you the qualities that will continue to make you a success. For what you leave to Chelmsford High School, you have our deepest thanks. Wherever you go and whatever you do, you have our prayers and very best wishes.

It has been my privilege to serve as your Principal.

Most sincerely,

George Simonian
Principal
As you leave Dickinson House and Chelmsford High School to enter a new age of challenges that will lead you to new and exciting frontiers, my best wishes for continued success go with you. I sincerely hope that we have fulfilled your expectations of us, but most importantly that you have fulfilled your own expectations. Together, we have met with success — we have faced problems straight on, never once running away from them — we have cried together — we have laughed together ... In short, together, each and every one of us, students, staff, and Dean, we have spent another year of our lives maturing and growing just a little bit more. As we part, I deeply hope and pray that the importance that we all carry within ourselves became for you also the basic ingredient of all lessons to be learned in Dickinson House and at Chelmsford High School.

Donald J. Boucher
Dean

Ann Newcomb
Secretary

Robert Clemons
Guidance

Jane Hahn
Guidance

William McNamara
Guidance
But, Mrs. Hallal, I couldn't be wrong. Anyway, you told me to do it that way.
This is really a hands-on experience, Miss Narkunas!

Carol Ingalls
Mathematics

John Kamal
English

Alice LaChance
English, Social Studies

John Lang
Mathematics

Marcia Lebeau
Social Studies

John Leite
Music

Frederick Leger
Science

John Mamalis
Distributive Education

Melody Michopoulos
Foreign Language

John Mosto
Mathematics

Mr. Boucher loves his Dickinson Dollies.
Mrs. Ovitt, I didn't mean to sew up the armholes!

Honest, Mrs. Lebeau, I'm not the one who said it.
The Emerson House staff is dedicated to assisting each individual to attain his or her desired goals. By recognizing and accepting individual differences, a team effort among administrator, faculty, support staff and student works toward this end. In the final analysis, however, it is the quality and sincerity of effort on the part of the student that ultimately determines the degree of success that is attained. Emerson House, its staff and resources, need only be tapped by the willing worker to find that success.

Edward J. Quinn
Dean

Joan Merrill
Secretary

Viola Cormier
Clerical Aide

John Jarema
Guidance

Barbara Minluks
Guidance
Mr. Bell, we can't do woodworking so will paper dolls do?
Mr. Carpenter, you make Shakespeare so much fun!

Mr. Hazzard, must you read over my shoulder?
Richard McCaffrey
Mathematics

Mary Jane MacDonald
Home Economics

Paul Murphy
Science

David Otto
Science

Why the mallet and the gun, Mr. Agostino?!

Donald Parkhurst
Science

Dennis Savosik
Business Education

Morton Sharr
Foreign Language

Anthony Siragusa
Foreign Language

Anne Swierzbin
Mathematics

Stephen Thompson
Social Studies

Sandra Taylor
English

Barry Ware
Mathematics
Given the academics, and the challenges offered by the dedicated staff at Chelmsford High School, I hope you will put your knowledge to good use, accept the challenges of the future and fully prepare yourself for what boundaries or goals you have set. We in Hawthorne House will still be here to help whenever you need us.
Carol Aguiar
Mathematics

Lauren Ambrose
Resource Room

Joyce Bickel
Health Education

Thomas Cairo
Physical Education

Can't you wait for lunch?

Rebecca Carosso
English

Patricia Demarais
Science

Pamela DiGrezio
Resource Room

Bernard DiNatale
Industrial Arts

Mary Donovan
English

Risa Dublin
English

Bruce Ford
Science

Joseph Ford
Mathematics

Brian Finnegan
Health Education

John Fletcher
Mathematics

145
When all else fails, get the answer key.

Mrs. Nordengren can always find the answer.
Theresa Pelletier  
Foreign Language

John Prescott  
Science

Mary Pyne  
Mathematics

Bernard Queenan  
Science

John Ramalho  
Mathematics (DH)

Carl Rondina  
Music

Allen Thomas  
Social Studies (DM)

Gal Tsaferas  
Social Studies

Randy Whitehead  
Physical Education

Denise Winterson  
Business Education

Cheryl Zieba  
Foreign Language

Do all the answers lie in this machine?

The things I have to do to get an A!
I sincerely hope that Chelmsford High School has prepared the members of the Class of 1985 to meet your goals and expectations for the next plateau of your career. The next century will well prepare young people to help keep this country young. I challenge you to do the following: get involved in your community — especially in the education of your children and your children's children, vote, don’t drink and drive, and find a job you really enjoy doing.

The Class of 1985 and especially these Whittier House students have given me many enjoyable moments. I hope the best things will happen to and for you.

Remember, every day has a smile in it — find it!

John T. Conrad, Jr.
The lab didn't work, Mr. Turner.
Oh, Mr. Berry, now I understand.
Can't I have just one point, Mr. Christman?

Now who is after Mr. Conrad?

Michlyn Scarlpetto
Foreign Language

Renee Shapiro
Librarian

Janice Silva
English

Deidre Sheedy
Pre-School

Ralph Sherwood
Science

Andy Sorensen
Science

Linda Tanguay
English

Paul Toomey
Mathematics

Can't I have just one point, Mr. Christman?

Frank Turner
Science

Nancy Williams
Physical Education
Edward Balcom, 
Director of Guidance

Lillian Cleary, L.P.N., 
School Nurse

Delores McAdam, 
Guidance Secretary

Judith Walsh, 
Secretary to Assistant Principal

Peek — a — Boo!

Vickery DeMita, 
Secretary to Principal

Betty Holmes, 
Main Office Aide

Pee k-a-Boo!

Patricia Moser, 
Director of Community Television Services

Maureen Perry, R.N., 
Head Nurse

Relief ... George finally solved the problem in the math lab!
Phyllis Atwood
IMC Aide

Betsey Bohl
Program Supervisor Instructional Media

Robert Bourke,
Graphic Artist

Dr. Phyllis Bowman,
School Psychologist

Carol Brown,
IMC Cataloguer

Thomas Brown,
Security

Theresa Cadden,
Math Lab

Julie Dappal,
IMC Aide

Mary Ellen Flemming,
SP. ED. Aide

Ann Kelly,
Substitute

Lorraine Lambert,
IMC Aide

Marcella Leone,
IMC Aide

And for my next trick . . .
The CHS support staff are always ready to give a hand.
Where's the beef?

Robert Williams
Security

Monica Winters
Business Resource Room

Food Service

Susan Skillin
Sr. Ed. Aide

Adeline (Dee) Sullivan
Data Processing

Barbara Weisfeldt
Substitute

Mary Stephenson
Division of Employment Security at
Chelmsford High School

Cafeteria Aides

Four peas in a pod!
Athletics, a vital part of the overall curriculum at Chelmsford High School, provide valuable lessons to all our student-athletes. Meaningful education gained from athletic competition will directly relate to the many challenges these athletes must confront in their lives after graduation.

Our student-athletes learn that success comes only after dedicated preparedness; that the contest must be played in strict accordance with good sportsmanship and adherence to rules; and that they must learn from victory and defeat.

We hope that our graduates will look back on their experiences in Chelmsford High School athletics and know that their lives were subsequently enriched.

Sincerely,
Randall S. Whitehead
Athletic Director
7, 40, 99, 31, 63 ... HIKE!

OFFENSIVE LIONS — BOTTOM ROW: E. McCormick, F. Cronin, M. LeBlanc, M. McLaughlin, T. Thomas (Capt.), P. Lind, B. Campbell, M. Dougherty, E. Price
ROW TWO: M. Palermo, C. Keeft, M. Sastry, M. Desrochers, P. Knight, S. McInnis, R. DeBruin, A. Reiker
ROW THREE: M. Marshall, M. Brown, W. Harrod, J. Dulec, E. Ruhan, D. Markham, D. Thomas, C. McCrea, H. Ball

Senior Mike Zahos showing off for the girls.

Chelmsford Opponent
7 Central 6
16 Tewksbury 7
3 Lowell 21
35 Greater Lawrence 6
2 Methuen 8
13 Wilmington 0
14 Andover 14
14 Dracut 20
17 Haverhill 0
24 Billerica 7

Junior Dave Markham — he's a "10" alright.

Keep your eye on the Ball!
LIONS ROAR!

Mike Palermo kicks the Lions off to a fine season.

Captain Paul Bouchard — Lucky 7.

Hey, your shoes are untied!

Nothing's too much for senior superstar Mike Palermo ... well, almost nothing.

Reach out and touch someone.

Lions Mike Egan and Brian Douglas to the rescue!

Things are looking up.
BORN TO RUN

TOP ROW: S. Murray, B. Hawkom, S. Pomper, B. Avery, D. St. Germain, C. Tamulevich, S. Brouilette, M. Christman, Mr. Durkin (Coach).

Seniors Frank McDermott and Brian O'Sullivan are neck and neck around the tree.

Tri-Captain Mike Bowser is in a race of his own!

The Varsity Cross Country Team gets a last minute pep talk from Coach Durkin.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chelmsford</th>
<th>Opponent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Haverhill 48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Tewksbury 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Wilmington 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Dracut 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Lowell 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Andover 47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Central 42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Billerica 50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* low score wins
1st Place — Northern Area Meet
2nd Place — Eastern Mass State Meet
8th Place — All State Meet

And Sean is off to a quick start.

Sean Bears, Greg McGuirn, Dave Corsetti, Brian O'Sullivan, Frank McDermott, Mike Daley, Tom St.
Germain, and Mike Bowser are in the home stretch.
MVC CHAMPS

Tri-Captain Frank McDermott is certainly ahead in this meet.

It looks like it could be close for seniors Brian O'Sullivan and Tom St. Germain.

#1 runner Brian O'Sullivan is cheered on to victory by the crowd.

Dave Corsetti hangs on for one more mile!

Senior Kyle O'Brien is not too far from the finish line!

Tom St. Germain and Sean Bears give it their all!
GIRLS CROSS COUNTRY

BOTTOM ROW: T. Blumstein, P. Smaldone, K. Cody, M. Frame, S. Pawlina
TOP ROW: J. Redman, S. McDermott, L. Miron, M. Gavin, K. Wood, M. Bue, S. Dulgarian, Mr. Lang (Coach)

Just five more miles, Linda!

Tanya Blumstein is off to a good start!

Maura Frame is all by herself!

Tricia Bue and Sue McDermott eagerly await the race.
ANOTHER SUCCESSFUL YEAR

Seniors Maura Frame, Patty Smaldone, and Kim Cody are with Coach Jack Lang.

Linda Miron takes the scenic route through the woods.

Senior Maura Frame is "born to run."

Along with every great runner, there's a great pair of legs!

Ready, set, go!

Senior Kim Cody leads the pack.

The finish line is right around the bend, Tricia. And they're off!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chelmsford</th>
<th>Opponent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Haverhill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Tewksbury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Wilmington</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Lawrence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>Lowell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Andover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Methuen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Billerica</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Low score wins
GIRLS STICK OPPONENTS

VARSITY — BOTTOM ROW: S. Babin, K. Russo (Capt.), J. Murphy (Capt.), S. DiFronzo, B. Sheehy (Capt.), S. Kent, P. Szufnarowski

J.V. — BOTTOM ROW: S. Prescott, C. McDonald, J. Curcillo, L. Marchano, H. Clark; A. Murphy
TOP ROW: Mrs. Rysz (Coach), K. Johnson, M. Clark, C. Tolpa, M. Ryder, S. Sherwood, K. Mosher, R. Deluca, C. Frassica

FRESHMEN — BOTTOM ROW: J. Silver, A. Jacques, A. McCaffrey, K. Fletcher, J. Weeks, C. Mattaliano, D. LaCroix
TOP ROW: S. Babin, J. Smith, C. Francesconi, T. Olenchack, R. Pedersen, K. Sheehy, T. Ducharme, Ms. Williams (Coach)

It looks like senior Lisa Andersson is ready for the game!

It's mine, get out of my way!

Forward Laura Calto brings the ball down the field. "Hey #10, watch your stick!"
WE'RE ON OUR WAY TO THE STATES!

Goalie Shelly DiFronzo is ready for action. "Go ahead, make my day!"

Seniors Lisa Anderson and Pam Szufnarowski get some tips from Coach Murphy.

Chris McDonald shows there's more to field hockey than meets the eye!

Captain Jen Murphy keeps her eye on the ball.

Captain Jen Murphy and her teammates share the thrill of victory!

Kattle says they are #1; Paula says they are #2. Which is it girls?
EAT YOUR HEART OUT, PELE!

Varsity — BOTTOM ROW: T. Shipol, J. Hughes, J. Hughes, J. Poor, M. Doyle, T. Shakley, J. Porter
TOP ROW: Mr. Fadden (Coach), E. Olwist, S. Hill, C. Griffin, B. Murray, D. Forsyth, M. Gere, D. Mark, T. Tokicki.


Freshman — BOTTOM ROW: B. Labrecque, R. Gorham, K. Flood, S. Nussbum, E. Beauchesne, B. Cullen

Cheimsford

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Haverhill</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tewksbury</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowell</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andover</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Billerica</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawrence</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greater Lawrence</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methuen</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilmington</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haverhill</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tewksbury</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andover</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowell</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Billerica</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawrence</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greater Lawrence</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methuen</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilmington</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saugus</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medford</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bob Murray shows some head work!

Senior Craig Griffin fights for control of the ball.

Goalie Tim Rokicki readies for the catch!
THEY’RE ON THE BALL!

Erik Okvist tackles the opponent as Joe Hughes rushes to rescue the ball.

Mike Doyle, alone with the ball.

Dave Mark and opponent, slip sliding away.

Mike Doyle, in an awkward position, gives the ball a good thrust.

Todd Shakely is determined to gain control of the ball.

Coach Fadden gives Griffin and Okvist some tips.

Mike Doyle, alone with the ball.

It's a jump ball!
GIRLS KEEP THE BALL ROLLING

Varsity — BOTTOM ROW: B. Clark, T. Martin, E. Pokorny (Capt.), H. Llinstead (Capt.), M. Clancy (Capt.), K. Hutchins, C. Ciesluk


Junior Varsity — BOTTOM ROW: K. Linnerud, S. Common, K. McGahan, M. Macquarrie (Capt.), P. O'Connor (Capt.), S. Pettit (Capt.), S. St. Germain, S. Curley


TOP ROW: Mr. Doherty (Coach), B. Sorli, D. Bagston. K. Gilroy, H. Weisman, S. Murray, A. Chevalier, D. Hansbury, L. Dolan


ROW TWO: N. Nisco, K. DeYoung, R. Rigazio, N. Bernard, K. Tessier, T. Ludinsky, D. Desrosiers


Chelmsford 0 2 3 4 0 2 0 2 9 2 0

Westboro Marlboro Westford Academy St. Bernard's Assabet Valley Algonquin Nashoba St. Peter Lunenburg Billerica Holy Name Nashoba Tech Shrewsbury Westboro Marlboro Shrewsbury Algonquin Billerica

Bottoms up, Kathy!

Captain Mary Clancy moves the ball down the field as her teammate Lori Manzi runs to help.

Captain Heather Linstead has control of the ball!
HEADING AND KICKING AND Dribbling

Sophomore Lori Manzi kicks the ball out of the reach of her opponent.

Captain Mary Clancy heads the ball as Captain Elli Pokomy comes to her aid.

Cheer up, Elli; it can only get better.

Go for it, Tracey!

Just in the nick of time, Heather!
GIRLS DUNK THE BALL


What is this — volleyball or bowling?

Chelmsford
2 Lynfield 1
2 Lowell 1
2 Andover 1
2 Methuen 0
0 Billerica 0
2 Tewksbury 0
2 Lawrence 0
1 Dracut 2
1 Stoneham 2
2 Greater Lawrence 1
2 Wilmington 0
1 Dracut 2
1 Milford 0
2 Lowell 0
2 Andover 0
2 Methuen 0
2 Stoneham 0
2 Billerica 1
(Tournament) 0
2 Matignon 0

Looks like Kim’s serve is good.

Here it comes!

Up and over!

Michelle has this one under control.
SERVE, SET, SPIKE

Andrea cheers on teammates from the sidelines.

"Cee, that was a tough game!"

Patty cake, Patty cake Lions win, Roll'em up and put 'em in the den!

The sky's the limit.

Don't cage me in.
EXTENDING AND TUCKING

Senior Co-Captain Sue Shea gets off to a quick start.

Jubilant swimmers celebrate their victory.

Sophomore superstar Nicole Pasternak awaits her event.

Senior diver Debbie Irwin does a back flip.
Diving and Swimming

Sue Popp comes up for a breath during the strenuous butterfly event.

Coaches Al Thomas and Steve Weisfeldt stand by their senior swimmers.

Sophomore diving sensation Tanya Faulkner executes a perfect back dive.

Chris Simone, one of 5 senior swimmers, takes a breather after her event.

Breaststroke record holder Lesley Jarvis finishes up her event.

Sophomore distance freestyler Elisa Simonian shows off her strength and endurance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cheimsford</th>
<th>Haverhill</th>
<th>90</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>106</td>
<td>Lowell</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>137</td>
<td>Methuen</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87</td>
<td>Andover</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>Westford Academy</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>103</td>
<td>Billerica</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108</td>
<td>Greater Lawrence</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93</td>
<td>Medford</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MVC Meet 2nd Place</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Opponent
Soccer cheerleaders take time out from the game to pose for the camera!

Cheerleaders sit this one out while Colorguard and Majorettes take over during half-time performances.

Captains Denise Dion and Jen King keep the team spirits high!

Captains Denise Dion and Jen King pose with Coach Fletcher.

Diana and Karen give the boys their all.
In 1973, the Boston Globe established the Dalton Trophy competition in memory of Ernest Dalton, the schoolboy sports editor of the newspaper. The awarding of the trophy is based on the total won/lost record of all varsity sports, adjusted according to the number of sports offered. The Chelmsford High School Lions won the Dalton Trophy for a second consecutive year. When a school wins this prestigious Dalton Trophy for a third time, the school retires the trophy.
Senior Steve Miu is tremendous in the breast stroke.

Sophomore Dave Scaplin butterflies to the finish.

Senior Bill Cumming is off to a quick start.

Co-Captain Paul Masotta demonstrates his diving technique.
Senior Tom Schippert was one of the key sprinters for the 1985 squad. Junior Peter Sullivan provided up front strength in long distant events.

The seniors this year included Val Millschtein, Mike Boswell, Tom Schippert, Bill Cumming, Steve Miu, and captains Paul Masotta and Kirk Simonian.

Assistant Coach Steve Weisfeldt and Coach Thomas are resting between events are Jim Burke and Bill Cumming.

Co-Captain Kirk Simonian provided key leadership this year.
TOP ROW: R. Webber, G. Bruno, M. Dearborne, B. Sullivan, B. Egan, T. Tobin

Tri-Captain Dave Greynolds provided an excellent offensive punch!

Sophomore Rob Tobin will be one of the mainstays for the future

Senior Mike Bowser and Junior Brian Egan move in defense
STICKING IT OUT

Gary Bruno hustles in the corner for the loose puck. Rob Tobin offered an offensive spark for the Lions. Paul Bouchard was a key defensive player for Coach Fletcher.

The seniors this year included Mike Bowser, Jim Egan, Tom Tobin, Scott Bruno, Sean Curran, Paul Bouchard, Dave Greynolds, and Marc Pelchat.

Puckhandling defenseman Marc Pelchat moves up the ice. Tri-Captains Dave Reynolds, Marc Pelchat, and Scott Bruno with coaches Fletcher and Dunn.
BOY'S BASKETBALL


Senior Mark Dougherty goes high for the jump ball.

Pucci drives toward the basket.

Mark Brighi looks for two.

Steve Murphy is a sophomore star.
Steve Murphy dishes off a pass.  Mark Dougherty is on defense.

Reach for the rebound.

Senior captains Dave Rega, John O'Grady, and Mark Dougherty are with Coach Gallagher.
GIRLS BASKETBALL


Captain Heather Linstead is looking to pass the ball.


Sophomore Kerry Cody overpowers the defense.
Captain Heather Linstead provided true leadership for this year's team.

Center Kris Shields was a strong rebounder for Coach McHale.

Junior Sue St. Germain drives to the basket.

Senior Kathy Sullivan shows off the skill of ball handling.

Sherri Curley leaps for the rebound.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHELMSFORD</th>
<th>OPPONENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>Lexington-Christian 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>Haverhill          53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>Lowell             47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Billerica          52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>Andover            37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>Lawrence           43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>Methuen            49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>G. Lawrence        49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>Tewksbury          28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>Dracut             33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>Wilmington         46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>Haverhill          50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>Lowell             46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>Billerica          43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>Andover            38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
VARSITY WRESTLING


Captain Greg Balas mentally prepare to win.

John Clement is a junior spark.

Chris McArthur is number 3 in a family of wrestlers.

Bob Weilbrener is in control of another opponent

Captain Ian Berkley is ready for a takedown.

Coach Rich provided inspirational guidance.
Congratulations for a job well done.

Captains McArthur, Berkely, Douglas, and Balas, with coaches McAndrews, Dunn, Rich, DeProfio, and Hickey

STATE CHAMPS!

John Clement overpowers his opponent.

A little messing around!

Greg Balas eyes down his opponent.

Captain Ian Berkely is shown here under the watchful eyes of many spectators.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chelmsford</th>
<th>Opponent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>Melrose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>Woburn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>Nashua</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>Methuen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>Burlington</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>Reading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>Tewksbury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>Dracut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>Haverhill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>Lawrence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>Billerica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>Greater Lawrence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>Lowell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>Wilmington</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st Place Wayland Tourney</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st Place Chelmsford Invitational</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st Place MVC Tourney</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st Place Sectionals</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st Place State Tourney</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
THE UPS AND DOWNS . . .

Stay tucked, Mary.

Ellen and Jill, stop monkeying around!

Coach DeLuca shows his dedication and determination.

Mary and Allison are two proud captains.

Don't fall!


Of Girl's Gymnastics

Chandra hip circles the uneven bars.

What an excellent finish for Chandra...

Allison is going for a val-dez.

Alex gets ready to make her move.

Terri gracefully splits on the beam.

Julie pikes for the watchful audience.

Allison beams as she does a back walkover.

Stick it!
BOYS VARSITY TRACK


Senior shot putter Mark LeBlanc
An undefeated pair are Tom St. Germain and Brian O'Sullivan
Frank McDermott makes his move for the lead.

Harry Ball is in the relay.
Charlie McCrea is the junior sensation.

Too close to call

| Chelmsford | Tewksbury | 22 |
| 63         | Wilmington | 24 |
| 62         | Gr. Lowell | 14 |
| 55         | Billerica | 31 |
| 60         | Haverhill | 25 |
| 58         | Lowell | 28 |
| 53         | Central | 33 |
| 46 1/2     | Andover | 39 1/2 |
|            | 2nd Place State Relays |
STATE CHAMPS!

Charlie Lehan burns his opponent.

Chuck Parsek strives for the lead.

Junior Steve Tiches powers toward the finish line.

Charlie McCrea clears another bar.

Senior Co-Captain Bill Cambell

Senior Co-Captain Tom St. Germain

Senior Captain Maura Frame led the team this year in long distant events.

Senior Captain Beth Bellemore was a key high jumper for Coach Lang.

Freshman Mary Mecuri finishes up her event.

Leigh MacDonald pulls away.

Freshman Brenda Martin looks to be a promising runner for the team.
Seniors Maura Frame, Beth Bellmore, Wendy Marshall, and Kim Cody are with Coach Lang.

Anne McCaffrey clears another high jump.

Senior Captain Maura Frame is all alone in her event.

The track team isn’t always serious.
When you entered Chelmsford High School four years ago as freshmen, an abundant amount of advice was offered you by parents, siblings, peers and teachers. Perhaps you can recall my words to you at your orientation. I advised you to become involved in the life of Chelmsford High School by participating in one of our activity programs. The extensive offerings described in detail that day were so diversified that there was at least one activity to appeal to every student who desired to become involved in the school life out of the academic setting.

Our activity program is far-reaching. The advisors give unselfishly of their time, energy and expertise in order to open new experiences for the student body. Your activities have called on you to represent our school in New Orleans, Baltimore, Chicago, Boston, Dallas, Venezuela, France, Canada, Italy and England to mention but a few places. In every instance your parents, the community, and we at the High School are proud of the positive impression you have made in these distant places. You have brought recognition and honor to our school through your performance and achievement.

Taking advantage of the extra-curricular offerings, many of you have developed interests that will continue in your adult lives.

Sincerely,

George J. Besees
Assistant Principal
NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY

National Honor Society membership is by invitation and is based on the four criteria of scholarship, service, leadership, and character. The Chelmsford Chapter, established in 1952, elects to membership fifteen percent of the senior class and ten percent of the junior class. Members must maintain a scholastic average of an eighty-five or better.

FRENCH HONOR SOCIETY

The French Honor Society is comprised of juniors and seniors who have maintained an A average in French for three consecutive semesters and an above average performance in other subjects. New members are initiated each spring at a ceremony attended by parents, teachers, and administrators. The Society provides tutoring for French students.

AMERICAN FIELD SERVICE

The A.F.S. Club of Chelmsford High School is one of the most active A.F.S. Clubs in the country. Our chapter currently has fifty members. This student organization has as its major goal the desire to bring about world peace through a greater understanding of the different peoples of the world. The A.F.S. Club has several very successful fund-raisers during the year. Members also participate in a four day short-term Exchange Program with an A.F.S. Student Club from a different part of the country.

SPANISH HONOR SOCIETY

The goal of the Spanish Honor Society is to reward academic excellence, especially in the study of the Spanish language. Sophomores, juniors, and seniors who meet the academic requirements are inducted each spring into the Honor Society. Members assist in activities planned for the Venezuelan Exchange and offer tutoring to Spanish students.
The first year of the British Exchange Club has been a very exciting one. Fourteen of our students journeyed to England in October to begin an educational exchange with the Sixth Form College at Wyndham School in Egremont, Cumbria. While attending school there, students also visited London, Edinburgh, Scotland, Blackpool and the beautiful Medieval city of York. Much history and culture was learned on this exchange and many close friendships were formed. Exchange students are anxiously anticipating hosting the British students when they visit C.H.S. in the Spring.

The French Exchange Club is the official organization to plan and coordinate the annual exchange of students between Chelmsford High School and Lycee Henri Poincare in Nancy, France and Lycee Auguste Bouvet in Romans, France. Membership is open to all students who wish to promote understanding between the two cultures by planning the American program for the French students.

BOTTOM ROW: Mr. Battle, A. Taylor, M. LaBlonde, N. Narbut, S. Curby, A. Cannfield, R. Warren, Mrs. Halld
TOP ROW: K. Sullivan, L. Shokum, S. Butler, B. Bellemore, T. MacDonald, S. Szekely, R. Currie, M. McAdam

ROW TWO: J. Tobin, A. Blodgett, K. Simonian, B. O'Sullivan, S. Rosenzweig, M. Amirault, M. Miles
ITALIAN EXCHANGE CLUB

The Italian Exchange Program is conducted jointly by the Foreign Language and Social Studies Departments. Students are introduced to the Italian language the year prior to their departure to prepare them for living with an Italian family. In addition to the cultural and personal experience, it is expected that the students will acquire a deep appreciation of Ancient Etruscan, Roman, and Italian Renaissance history and culture. The ancient Etruscan town of Tarquinia is Chelmsford's current link school in Italy.

VENEZUELAN EXCHANGE CLUB

What is an exchange? It is learning a different language, new words and expressions. It is eating strange food, meeting new people, making new friends. It is sharing thoughts and feelings. What makes it possible for all students at Chelmsford High School to share in this kind of exchange? The Venezuelan Exchange Club provides this opportunity. This year the club hosted fifteen students from San Vincente High School in Barquisimeto, Venezuela and sent fourteen students to Venezuela to represent Chelmsford High School.
DEBATE TEAM

The Debate Team researches the national debate topic and participates in tournaments throughout New England. The topic for the 1984-1985 year was: Resolved: That the federal government should provide employment for all employable citizens living in poverty. Debaters acquire effective research, organization, and speaking skills which they use in competitive situations. The team is affiliated with both the Massachusetts Forensic League and the National Forensic League.

FOREIGN LANGUAGE CLUB

This year the Foreign Language Club has grown tremendously. Members are presently enrolled in Spanish, French, Latin, and German. The club is involved in tutoring junior high students, fund raisers, and cultural field trips.
SPEECH TEAM

MEMBERS OF THE SPEECH TEAM DEVELOP PERSUASIVE AND DRAMATIC SPEAKING SKILLS BY PREPARING FOR TOURNAMENTS IN ONE OR MORE OF THE FOLLOWING SPEECH CATEGORIES: ORIGINAL ORATORY, ORATORICAL INTERPRETATION, EXTEMPORANEOUS SPEAKING, PROSE READING, POETRY READING, PLAY READING, RADIO NEWSCASTING, AND CHILDREN'S LITERATURE. AS MEMBERS OF THE MASSACHUSETTS FORENSIC LEAGUE, THE TEAM PARTICIPATES IN TOURNAMENTS THROUGHOUT MASSACHUSETTS.

BOTTOM ROW: S. Child, C. Martino, E. Rainge, H. Spence, S. Kim, G. Signorello, S. Park, A. Francesconi, B. Cahill

TOP ROW: T. Toomey, T. Wallace, T. Clough, A. Betourney, M. Taylor, C. Quinn, T. O'Keefe, Mrs. Betourney

STUDENT COUNCIL

THE STUDENT COUNCIL IS THE LIASON BETWEEN THE ADMINISTRATION AND THE STUDENT BODY. ITS PURPOSE IS TO MAKE EACH AWARE OF THE OTHER'S CONCERN. AMONG ITS FUNCTIONS, STUDENT COUNCIL SUPERVISES ALL STUDENT ELECTIONS AND ENCOURAGES SCHOOL SPIRIT.


TOP ROW: C. McGowan, Mr. O'Donnell, K. Kehoe, C. DeDominicus, E. Redman, S. Shelley, L. Sacchetti, Mrs. O'Bryant
MATH LEAGUE

The Math League competes in math divisions and state competitions. Members study pre-calculus, which forms the foundations of the math advanced placement program.

CALCULUS TEAM

The Calculus Team also competes in math divisions and state competitions. The members of the calculus team study calculus and advanced calculus, which are the math advanced placement courses.

COMPUTER TEAM

The Computer League prepares students for competitions by encouraging good programming habits. A. Thoroughly define the problem and devise an algorithm to solve it. B. Outline before writing code. C. Include sufficient error checks NO ERRORS DETECTED COMPILÉ COMPLETE INITIATE EXECUTION UNEXPECTED 'END' UNRECOVERABLE ERROR SORRY, RUN TERMINATED

200
SCIENCE CLUB

Members of the Science Club have visited Framingham State College and have seen opportunities and training in food science, computer science, and astronomy. Students visited the Smithsonian Observatory to see many types of telescopes and their uses. The latest visit was to a geophysical laboratory in which many scientists in many fields work in co-operation of our national defense. Computer designing, laser operation, nature studies, and a weather bureau are in our future plans. Modern methods of technology and their use is very eye-opening.

S.T.O.P.

Students and Teachers Organized to Prevent Nuclear War (S.T.O.P.) is an organization formed to address the major political concern of our time: the threat of nuclear war. S.T.O.P. is a nation-wide network of high school students and teachers involved in the citizens' movement to reverse the arms race. S.T.O.P. goals are to educate and involve students, teachers, parents, and the local community about the nuclear arms race.

S.A.D.D.

The goals of the Students Against Driving Drunk are: to help eliminate the drunk driver and save lives — to alert high school students to the dangers of drinking and driving — to conduct community alcohol awareness programs — to organize peer counseling programs to help students who may have concerns about alcohol. Chapter members dedicate their time and effort to promote these goals and conduct activities in the school and the community that will highlight the serious problems which result from driving drunk. "If we can dream, it can be done."

S. Snyder, L. Engel, Ms. Tsaffaras, C. Texiera
CHESS CLUB

The Chelmsford High School Chess Club is open to all students interested in the fascinating game of chess. For some students, the chess club serves as an opportunity to learn the game of chess. It gives other students a time and a place to play a leisurely game. As a member of the Merrimack Valley Chess League, we offer the more serious-minded chess student an opportunity to test his or her skills in formal competition. The challenge is real, exciting, and open to all.

KEY CLUB

The Key Club is a service organization by the Chelmsford Kiwanis Club. It teaches members about their community, develops initiative and leadership, serves the community and serves the school in a variety of ways.

ACADEMIC DECATHALON

Chelmsford High School entered the State Academic Decathlon for the first time. It is a competition in ten academic areas in which twenty schools participated. The Chelmsford High School team, all seniors, won a silver medal in history and a bronze medal in math as well as a special certificate for excellence in the super quiz.
HUMANITIES CLUB

The Humanities Club attends cultural events in and around Boston, after school and on weekends. Events include plays, concerts, films, and art exhibits. Highlights of this year have been trips to see The Nutcracker performed by the Boston Ballet Company at the Wang Centre, A Raisin in the Sun at the Merrimack Repertory Theatre, and the Isabel Stewart Gardner Museum in Boston. Membership is open to the entire student body.

D.E.C.A.

The Distributive Education Club of America is a student organization for those interested in a career in the field of marketing. D.E.C.A. helps the student build self-confidence and confidence in the free enterprise system. D.E.C.A. members compete with other members in schools throughout the country in written and oral testing in fields of marketing. Club members, through fund raising activities and community projects, receive positive training in the need for civic consciousness.
The Peer Counseling Program has been developed in an effort to meet a wide range of interpersonal and affective needs of students at Chelmsford High School. This program trains high school students as Peer Counselors who provide direct counseling and support services to other students through group discussions, individual meetings, and classroom presentations on adolescent life issues.

PHYSICAL THERAPY

The Physical Therapy Program pairs Chelmsford High School upperclassmen who are interested in pursuing related careers with multihandicapped students, aged three to twelve years old, at the Lowell Y.M.C.A. Under the direction of a physical or occupational therapist and a pool-side coordinator, these volunteers aid their charges in developing both fine and gross motor coordination skills as well as learning how to swim.
THE VOICE

The Voice supplies the school with a free, responsive, reflective, and critical publication through which all students may inform or address the school community. The staff is totally responsible for the paper — from information gathering to distribution. The Voice has won first place from the Columbia Press Association for the past three years, and the staff hope to continue this standard of excellence.

MOSAICS

Mosaics is Chelmsford High School’s art and literary magazine. The members of Mosaics collect, edit, and publish original artwork and literature done by students. One to three Mosaics issues are published during the school year. Advisors for the club are Mrs. Morse and Mrs. Foster. Editors for the 1984-85 year are Jonathan Aronie, Karen McHenry, Kristin Morris, Robin Rex, Julia Willis, Peter Casserly, and Sandra Davis.
THE 1985 LION

The Chelmsford High School yearbook, The Lion, is a memory book for the entire community. It is a probing, sensitive look at life in the school and in the community at this point in time. It must examine not only the academic, but the home, community, and extracurricular lives of the students. Furthermore, it must present the issues with which the students deal. These must all be faced honestly, in words and in pictures.

Producing a good yearbook, one worthy of the time and energy spent in the preparation, is a rewarding experience for the staff. The achievement of this goal, a quality production, demands organization, patience, and a genuine interest in doing the job correctly. The 1985 Lion staff has achieved a tremendous success.

Mrs. Silva is relieved to meet deadlines on time.

Editor-in-chief Jon Dudek and Layout Editor Stacey Halloran put forth their best efforts.
Tracey Wallace takes care of the business end of the yearbook.

Enthusiastic editors have fun with Dean Boucher.

Mrs. Fenton gives some advice to the new editors.

Andrea Soracco prepares copy for the entire yearbook.

**T.V. STUDIO**

The T.V. Club was organized for those students who cannot schedule into their day the class of Introduction to T.V. Production. The club meets once a week after school in the T.V. Studio. Students learn portable television production and studio production. The ultimate goal is for students to become proficient enough to be able to produce programs for Cable 43. Other activities may include a field trip to a television studio in Boston and an end of the year party.

**DRAMA CLUB**

The Chelmsford High School Drama Club, which is made up of students from all four grades at CHS, presented the play Tom Jones under the direction of Mr. Christos Simorellis and Mrs. Linda Smith. The drama club performed the one-act version of Tom Jones at the Massachusetts High School Drama Festival, a drama competition in which the CHS Drama Club has already won many prestigious awards. In addition, they presented a children's play, directed by students, attended a professional production in Boston, and went to the fall Theatre Workshop at Bridgewater State University where they were instructed in everything from make-up to stage combat.
PHOTOGRAPHY CLUB

The purpose of the Photography Club is to help students learn more about taking and developing pictures. This is done by showing the students how photography works, the use of cameras and equipment, and how to process negatives and prints. The emphasis is placed on reaching goals which the students set for themselves; thereby, improving the quality of their photographs.

BOTTOM ROW: S. Davis, K. DeForest, P. Davis, K. Carlson, S. Duggan, TOP ROW: O. Scarth, F. Bull, Mr. Toomey, E. Lyons, B. Borghetti

ART CLUB

The Art Club meets in the art suite every Wednesday. Mr. Berry and Mr. Hoover work with students who cannot fit art into their daily schedules but are interested in learning more about it. Individuals try their hand at the pottery wheel, life castings, or airbrush art.

BOTTOM ROW: J. Willis, M. Bergmann, Mr. Berry, A. Yegyazarian, C. Weinbeck, TOP ROW: S. Caron, A. Evans, L. Derrings
OUTING CLUB

The Outing Club gives members preparation, appreciation, and enjoyment of non-competitive outdoor recreation. Club activities include hiking, camping, canoeing, biking, and cross-country skiing as well as instruction in map and compass reading, first aid, and equipment and safety.


CANOE CLUB

Canoe Club members are taught basic canoeing skills with emphasis on the safety of the individual and the group. Members learn to increase proficiency in canoeing as well as awareness of group and individual responsibility during instruction and trips.

SKI CLUB

The Ski Club is open to all students who are interested in recreational skiing and improving their skills. The club travels once a week to Crotched Mountain for night skiing. There are also weekend trips to larger areas in New Hampshire and Vermont.


VARSITY CLUB

The Varsity Club is open to all students in an attempt to promote athletics. Members support different players on the varsity sports teams and help to raise spirits at sporting events. Members enjoy encouraging the athletes to play their best. Varsity Club members find great pleasure in rewarding the achievements of others.

The majorettes represent Chelmsford High School and the Town of Chelmsford in public performances with the Chelmsford High School Band. The girls are given instruction in twirling, dancing, and marching, and, with the Band, provide a half-time show at football games and rallies.

**BOTTOM ROW:** L. Brazee, T. Bellemare, D. Kirven, C. Danahy, M. Evans
**TOP ROW:** Mrs. Fletcher, M. Caless, W. Graham, J. Hohmann, B. Manley, S. Smiley, V. Simoliunas, P. McKeown, T. Foley

Seniors Tricia Foley, Wendy Graham, Janice Hohmann, and Vicki Simoliunas.

The girls perform during halftime.

Mrs. Fletcher and captains Denise Kirven, Tammy Bellemare, and Caryn Danahy.
The colorguard is made up of girls chosen through a three-week workshop process. The colorguard takes part in football games, parades, and graduation ceremonies. It drills many hours a week, starting the last two weeks of August. The colorguard leads the band, majorettes, and cheerleaders through pre-game and half-time ceremonies at football games. Given at the home of a senior, there is a breakfast before the games for the colorguard, majorettes, and cheerleaders. The colorguard is an important aspect of the C.H.S. spirit.

The few, the proud, the Colorguard.
CONCERT CHOIR

The CHS Concert Choir is open to any student in grades nine through twelve. It is a full-time, ten credit course. Daily rehearsals are in preparation for concerts during the Christmas season, the spring "Pops" concerts, and traveling concerts. Exchanges are a part of this group, which has performed in Newport, Rhode Island and Ontario, Canada. The spring musical involves members of the concert choir as well as any interested student in the school. This course is also offered on a part-time, six credit basis. There are no prerequisites.


TREBLE CHOIR

The Treble Choir is made of soprano and alto girls who want to do more than sing in concert choir. They experience different styles of singing and have a good time doing what they love.

CONCERT BAND

The combination concert and marching band works very hard during the year, which started with a summer band clinic led by senior drum major, Len Shokum. The marching band performs, rain or shine, at all of the football games. Elaborate half-time routines are a real crowd pleaser. The concert season commences with the annual Christmas concert and ends with the Pops concert in May. This year the band will have a musical exchange with Maryvale High School in Cheektowaga, New York. The band works hard all year long to raise money for this exchange. Being a member of the Chelmsford High School Concert/Marching Band is a total commitment, one that is well worth the student’s while.

JAZZ BAND

Each jazz band has its own melodic and rhythmic characteristics, and the Chelmsford High School Jazz Band is no exception. As they combine their imagination with both familiar and modern tunes, they transport their audience from reality to fantasy. The excitement of the polytonal sounds and polyrhythmic accents truly makes any listener feel so good.
Medical Explorers

Denise M. Dion
Cheerleading 2,3,4; French Honors Society 2,3,4; National Honor Society 2,3,4; Outing Club 2; Student Government 1,2

Kathryn Dolan
Drama Club 2,3,4; Physical Therapy 4; Musicals 3,4

Caryn E. Donoghue
A.F.S 4; Voice 2; Key Club 4

Michael E. Doyle
Soccer 1,2,3,4

Andrea K. Ducharme
DECA 3,4

Jonathan A. Dudek
Soccer 1,2; French Club 2; French Honor Society 2,3,4; National Honor Society 3,4; French Exchange Club 3; Co-President 3; Yearbook Editor-in-Chief 4; Principal’s Advisory Cabinet 4

Henri B. Dufour
Spring Track 2,3,4; Winter Track 3,4; Art Club 1,2,3,4

Michael J. Egan
Football 1,2,3,4; Spring Track 3,4; Science Club 4; National Honor Society 3

Alicia B. Emmons
DECA 4

Lynelle M. Engel
S.T.O.P. 3,4; Chorus 4; Voice 4; Ski Club 4; Art Club 4

Erin P. Enwright
A.F.S Club 2,3,4; Mosaics 1,3,4; Canoe Club 2,3,4; Voice 3,4

Alison E. Evans
Art Club 2,3,4; Humanities Club 4; French Exchange Club 3,4; National Honor Society 3,4; French Honor Society 3,4

Jessica Fahey
Student Council 1; Varsity Club 2,4; Drama Club 1,2,3,4

Dianne M. Falcone
DECA 4; Track 1

Patricia A. Foley
Ski Club 1,2; Student Council 2,3; Majorettes 3,4; VCA 3,4

Maura B. Frame
Varsity Cross Country 3,4, Co. Captain 4; Varsity Spring Track 1,2,3,4; Varsity Winter Track 2,3,4; Varsity Swim Team 1,2

Michael E. Gilroy
Cross Country 1,2; Track 1

Donna M. Goodwill
Class Representative 1,2,3,4; Italian Exchange 3,4; Spring Musical 1,4; National Honor Society 3,4

Wendy A. Graham
Majorettes 3,4

David T. Greynolds
J.V. Hockey 1; Varsity Hockey 2,3,4

Craig T. Griffin
Soccer 2,3,4

Robin S. Gross
Drama Club 1; Student Council 1,2,3; French Honor Society 2,3,4; National Honor Society 3,4; Powder Puff Football 3,4; Bloodmobile, 4

Loti A. Hall
Student Council 1,2,3; Ski Club 2; S.A.D.D. 2,4; Medical Explorers 4

Lauren M. Hallal
A.F.S. Club 3,4; A.F.S. Exchange Student to Germany 3; Band 1,2,3,4; Chorus 4; Senior Rep. 4; Academic Decathlon 4; Venezuelan Host 1,2,3,4

Stacy M. Halloran
Yearbook Layout Co-Editor 4; French Honor Society 3,4; French Exchange 3; National History Day 3; Ski Club 2

Clifford J. Hamilton
Key Club 3,4

William K. Hannon
Band 1,2,3,4; Ski Club 2,4; Talent Show 2

Beth-Anne Harvey
Cheerleading 2,3; Capt. 4; Student Council Rep. 1,2; Vice-Pres. 3; Pres. 4; Track 1,4; Manager 3; Drama Club 1,3; Spanish Club 3; Pres. 3; Ski Club 1,2,3,4; Academy on Parade 1,3; Tennis 4

Kent E. Hayes
American Computer and Science League 4; Calculus Team 4

Valerie J. Hegarty
Field Hockey 2,3; French Exchange 3; Orchestra 1,2; National Honor Society 3,4; French Honor Society 2,3,4

Michelle T. Henstock
French Club 2; French Exchange Club 3; Humanities Club 4; French Honor Society 2,3,4

Julie E. Heumann
Drama 1,2; School Newspaper 1,2; Choir 1,3; Concert Choir 2; Prom Decorating 3; S.A.D.D. 4

Kimberly A. Hill
British Exchange Club 4

Sheryl A. Hill
Tennis 3

Janice A. Hohmann
Majorettes 3,4; Ski Club 1,2

Susan E. Hone
Varsity Club 2,4; Track and Field 1

Karyn J. Howard
Chorus 1,2,3,4; Musical 1,2,3,4; Newspaper 1; Drama Club 1,2,3,4; Pres. 4; Jazz Band 4

John R. Hughes
Soccer 1,2,3,4

Joseph R. Hughes
Soccer 1,2,3,4

William J. Huss
Band 1; Ski Club 2

Gregory S. Hussey
Band 1,2,3,4; Chorus 3; Brass Choir 3,4; Jazz Band 1,2,3,4; Pit Orchestra 3,4

Kathleen L. Hutchins
Swimming 1; Soccer 2,3,4; Basketball 2; Winter Track 3; Spring 3,4

Debra F. Irwin
Swim Team 1,2,3,4; Spring Track 2,3,4; Band 1

Ronald J. Jeaneaut
Ski Club 1,2; Golf 2,3,4

Shelley A. Jeffrey
Student Council 1,2,3; Varsity Club 4; Ski Club 1,2,3; D.E.C.A. 4; Cross Country Team 3

Edward M. Jewett, III
Band 1,2,3,4; Jazz Band 1,2,3,4; Orchestra 2,4; Chorus 2,3; Drama Club 2,3,4; School Musical 1,2,3,4

Deborah A. Johnson
A.F.S. Club 3; Canoe Club 2; Talent Show 1,2,3,4; Musical 1,4

Michelle K. Johnson
Key Club 3,4; Chorus 3,4; Spring Musical 2,3,4; Drama Club 2,3,4

Kristen L. Karcher
Ski Club 1

James A. Killian
Ski Club 1

Susan H. Kim
Cheerleading 4; Medical 2,3,4; Debate 3,4; S.A.D.D. 4; Field Hockey 2; Humanities Club 4; Wind Ensemble 1,2

Denise M. Kirven
Majorettes 2,3,4; DECA 3,4

Heon J. Kook
Soccer 1,2; Boy Scout 1; Math Club 1

Michelle L. LaBlonde
Volleyball 2,3; Voice 4

Lorraine M. LaCroix
Key Club 1,2,3,4

Kathleen M. Lagasse
Basketball 1,2; Softball 1; Powder Puff 3,4

Andrea J. Landry
Softball 2,3,4; Soccer 3,4

Mary E. Larkin
Track 1,2; Swimming 1,2,3

Elizabeth A. LaRoche
Varsity Club 1,2,3; Physical Therapy 3,4; Humanities Club 3, Band 1

Kathleen P. Lavole
Canoe Club 1

Paula S. Lawrence
Varsity Swimming 1,2,3,4; Softball 3,4; D.E.C.A. 4

Lynne M. Leary
Student Council 1; Softball 1,2,3,4; Field Hockey 2; Varsity Club 1,2,3

Mark LeBlanc
Football 2,3,4; Winter Track 3,4; Spring Track 3,4

Christina M. Leclair
Key Club 1,2, President 3,4; A.F.S. 2; S.A.D.D. 3,4; Texas International Convention 3; Office Assistance 2,3; C.H.S. Pre-school 4; Student of the Month 4

Ka-Lunn C. Lee
Math League 1,2,3,4; Track 3,4; Computer Team 3,4

Michael T. Lee
Computer League 2,3,4; Chess Club 2,3,4; Math League 4; Science Club 3; Voice 1,2

Lisa M. Leebere
D.E.C.A. 4

Charles M. Lehan, Jr.
Track 2,3,4
Kelly A. Reid
Soccer 1; Swim Team 1,2; Diving 1,2; Student Council 1,2; Gold Key Club 2; Class President 2; Art Club 1,2,3; Varsity Club 3,4; D.E.C.A. 4

Linda M. Reisert
Student Council 1,4; Outing Club 1,2,3,4; Speech and Debate Team 2,3; The Voice 2,3,4; Peer Counseling 3,4; National Honor Society 3,4; Principal’s Advisory Cabinet 4

Robin M. Rex
Mosaics 1,3,4; Canoe Club 2,3,4; Vice President 3; Science Club 3; The Voice 3; AFS Club 3

Lori E.Richard
Basketball 2

Craig A. Rogers
Football 2,3,4; Hockey 2,3; Spring Track 3,4; Science Club 4; National Honor Society 4

Dorcel A. Romano
Soccer 1,2,3; Co-Capt. 3; National Honor Society 4; French Honor Society 2,3,4; Photography Club 3,4; Outing Club 1

Rebecca A. Rook
Swim Team 1,2,3,4; Canoe Club 1,2,3,4; AFS Club 2,3,4

Scott L. Rosenzweig
Ski Club 1,2; Cross Country 2,3; Winter Track 3,4; Tennis 2,3,4; French Honor Society 2,3,4; National Honor Society 3,4; Medical Explorers 3,4; French Exchange Club 4

William F. Ross
Baseball 2,3,4; Basketball 1,2

Kathleen S. Russo
Softball 2,3; Field Hockey 1,2,3,4

Richard D. Russo
Voice Staff 4

Susan A. Salkins
National Honor Society 3,4; French Honor Society 3,4

Robin M. Salwa
Spanish Honor Society 3,4; Italian Exchange 4; Student Government Day 3; Art Support Group 4, Mosaics 4

John D. Schindler
Soccer 1,2,3

Thomas M. Schippert
Varsity Swim Team 1,2,3,4; JV Tennis Team 2; Outing Club 3,4

Rebecca S. Seidel
Varsity Tennis 1,2,3,4, Humanities Club 4

Todd M. Shakley
Soccer 1,2,3,4

David M. Shea
Ski Club 1

Susan A. Shea
Swim Team 1,2,3,4; Spring Track 2; Physical Therapy Program 4

Bethann Sheeby
Field Hockey 1,2,3,4; Physical Therapy 4

John R. Shields
Canoe Club 1,2; French Honor Society 2,3,4; National Honor Society 3,4

Gina M.Signorello
Volleyball 1; Track 1; Cross-Country 2; The Voice 2,3; Student Council 3,4; Foreign Language Club 3,4; National Honor Society 3,4; Speech and Debate Team 1,2,3,4; Outing Club 1,2,3,4; Key Club 4; School Committee Representative 4; Principal’s Advisory Cabinet 4; Regional Student Advisory Council Representative 4

Theodore C. Shipol III
Soccer 1,2,3,4

Victoria M. Simmillian
Student Council 1; Colorguard 2; Majorettes 3,4; Varsity Club 2,3,4

Christine E. Simone
Swim Team 1,2,3,4; Track 1,2

G. Kirk Simonian
Varsity Swim Team 1,2,3,4; JV Cross-Country Team 2,3; Varsity Tennis Team 2,3,4; National Honor Society 3,4; Yearbook 2,4; Sports’ Editor 4; French Exchange Club 4; Treasurer 4; Principal’s Advisory Cabinet 4; Student Council 3,4, Treasurer 3,4; President 4

Patricia L. Smaldone
Varsity Spring Track 1,2,3,4; JV Field Hockey 1,2,3; Varsity Cross-Country 4; Canoe Club 1,2,3,4; Outing Club 4; Science Club 4; Calculus Team 4; Sci-Club 1; Varsity Club 1,2,4

Susan L. Smiley
Majorettes 3,4; French Honor Society 3,4

Michelle A. Smith
Band 1,2,3,4; Jazz Band 2,3,4; Orchestra 4; Drama Club 2,3,4

Andrea M. Soracco
Andrea M. Soracco
Italian Exchange 3,4; Yearbook Copy Editor 4; French Honor Society 3,4; AFS Club 2,4; Mosaics, Editor 3; Algebra Tutor 3; Swing 3,4

Randy J. Spence
Soccer 2

Kevin M. Stark
Computer League 3,4; Outing Club 4

Scott D. Stevens
Spring Track 3,4; Weight Lifting 3

Thomas A. St. Germain, Jr.
Cross-Country 2,3,4; Winter Track 1,2,3,4; Spring Track 1,2,3,4; National Honor Society 3,4; French Honor Society 2,3,4

Jennifer A. Sullivan
Color Guard 4; Physical Therapy 4

Kathy A. Sullivan
JV Basketball 2; Varsity Basketball 3,4; Varsity Club 3; Student Government Day 3; Color Guard 4; British Exchange Club 4

Paul J. Sweeney
Football 2; Volleyball 4

Pamela J. Szufirowski
Field Hockey 1,2,3,4; Basketball 1,2,4; Track 1,2; Medical Explorers, Vice President 2,3,4; S.A.D.D. 3,4; The Voice 3,4; National Honor Society 3,4; Senior Class Representative 4; Yearbook 4

Mary C. Taylor
Debate Team 2,3,4; Speech Team 3; President 4; Yearbook Editor 4; French Exchange Program 4

Brian P. Tahmoush
Soccer 1,2,3; Baseball 2,3; Football 4

Steven L. Teubner
Cross-Country 2

Timothy Thomas
Football 1,2,3,4; Outing Club 4; Canoe Club 4

Lesley A. Tolpa
Field Hockey 3,4; French Honor Society 3,4; AFS Club 3,4; National Honor Society 4; Outing Club 4

Anthony P. Toomey
Outing Club 1,2,3,4; Canoe Club 1,2,3,4; Vice President 2; Student Council 1,2,3,4; The Voice 1,2,4; Speech and Debate Team 2,4; Student Council Representative 4; Mosaics 4; National Honor Society 4

Allison J. Tucker
Student Council 1,2,3,4; Varsity Club 1,2; French Exchange Club 4

Christopher H. Tucker
Football 2,3,4; Track 3,4

Annemarie C. Voss
Italian Exchange 4; Outing Club 2,3,4; Ski Club 1,3; President 4; French Honor Society 3,4; National Honor Society 3,4

Bradley W. Wadlow
The Voice 1,2,3,4; French Exchange Club 4; Foreign Language Club 4

Tracey L. Wallace
Debate Team 2,3; Secretary 4; Speech Team 3; Treasurer 4; Yearbook 3; Business Editor 4; AFS Club 3,4; Photo Club 3,4; Ski Club 1,3; Medical Explorers 3,4; Canoe Club 1

Rebecca R. Warren
Canoe Club 1,2,3,4; Swim Team 2,3, British Exchange Club 3,4; Orchestra 1,2,3,4; Varsity Club 3,4; Musical 3,4

Mark J. Webber
Marching Band 1,2,3,4; Concert Band 1,2,3,4; Orchestra 4; Brass Choir 3,4; Jazz Band 2,3,4

Christopher M. Welnbeck
Art Club 2,3,4; Drama Club 3,4; Lion’s Tale 3,4; Musical 3,4; Voice Staff 3,4

Greig H. Whitney
Voice, Sports Editor, Vice President, French Exchange Club; AFS 3,4; Class Representative 4; SADD 4

Steven G. Whitney
Senior Representative 4; Outing Club 4; AFS Club 3,4; French Honor Society 3,4; French Exchange Club; President 4

Daniel C. Wirth
Winter Track 3,4

Hollie A. Witts
Ski Club 1,3,4; Varsity Club 1,2,3

Darren N. Wood
Football 2,3,4, Track 3,4

Pamela L. Wright
Band 1,2,3,4; French Honor Society 2,3,4; National Honor Society 3,4; Musical 3,4; French Exchange Club 4; Yearbook 4; Varsity Club 3,4; Humanities Club 4

Shawn W. Yoder
Band 1,2,3,4

Slim Zouaui
AFS Club 4; Outing Club 4; Swim Team 4; Canoe Club 4

Tanya Zouasin
Color Guard 3,4, Captain 4; Winter Track 1; Spanish Honor Society 2,3,4; National Honor Society 3,4; Medical Explorers 3,4; Italian Exchange 4; Varsity Club 4; Yearbook 3, Sports Editor 4.
I, Nancy V. Aberlzik, leave Dean Boucher without any more of my problems. I also leave Al, Pete, Tom and Paula.

I, Debra L. Ackerman, leave derivatives to Mr. Ware, cats to Mr. Queenan, thanks to Mr. Turner for all his help and the best of luck to Tammy

I, Michelle Adams, leave my Ocean City pals some Golden Sands, I also leave the Carols and Pat the best of memories of '85, I leave Phil good luck.

I, Deborah A. Allen, leave remembering all the great times I had my junior and senior year with the best of friends from Lowell and Chelmsford.

I, Jeffrey M. Allen, leave my brother and my new friends at CHS. I also leave Mr. Morse's class.

I, Mary Amlaut, leave all of Mr. Doherty's insults to next year's President. I also leave best of luck to Pat.

I, Denise Anderson, leave to my brother Brian my classes, my teachers, my grades, and lots of luck.

I, Dana L. Atwood, leave my Digi-designer to Mr. DiNatalie.

I, Trevor Baker, leave my VW wheel on Route 27.

I, Lisa V. Anderson, leave to look for my hot, sandy beach for some fun, fun in the sun, sun, sun and lots of wild memories.

I, Sheila Arenstam, leave Beast with memories of our devious days.

I, Lynn E. Andreaczi, leave to Ellen our locker and to Mr. Doherty a rain check for some Friday night!

I, Shelley A. Babin, leave to Sharon looking good all by herself and to Laura the best of luck at BC.

I, Greg Balas, leave this school with great memories of four wrestling teams and my friends.

I, Colleen Banfield, leave all my thanks and gratitude to Larry for helping me through life's most impossible moments.

I, Kristin L. Barber, leave with hopes of finding my Porche, mink and the Virgin Islands as soon as possible.

I, Jennifer Bates, leave Jennie a blue star, Janice to Wally, Johnnine to R. Smith, and Robyn to...

I, Sean Bears, leave the MVC behind me. I leave the junior class with Elsinore.

I, Susan L. Beaudoin, leave CHS with great memories of my senior year! I also leave all of my unfinished art projects to my brother John.

I, Elizabeth J. Bellemore, leave Sheep all our devious days that no one could ever replace, and I wish the best of luck to my brother David.

I, Malena Bergmann, leave gladly and with a laugh for the guys at Westford Academy.

I, Andrew Beroumey, leave Miss Pelletier "Avec energie et enthousiasme" and a new laugh.

I, Joyce M. Biga, leave Mr. Conrad alone and go to Billerica High!

I, Lori G. Blair, leave with great pleasure to my sister Tami four long years at CHS, and to her and Robert Martineau I leave lots of luck!

I, Keith Blaney, being of sound mind, do hereby leave Miss Scarpitto her five point deduction.

I, Amy E. Blodgett, leave #6 someday for Julie, a brush for Kathy, and Wendy to Bill.

I, Eva Bogacki, leave Mr. Conrad alone and go to Billerica High.

I, Lori J. Bosley, leave Mr. Conrad alone and go to Billerica High.

I, George Bottas, leave my unfinished homework, books and term papers to my locker forever!

I, Steven M. Bourque, leave Mr. Fenton, his "great guns in the night." And to Mr. T. I leave his great holidays.

I, David Boyle, leave CHS forever, and all my homework to Jack Fletcher.

I, Lynne Brennick, leave Marybeth all the crazy times, a true love for Sue, a fulfilled job for Val, and a great senior year for Martha and Dale!

I, William Brooks, leave all my work to Aline and Ed.

I, Jennifer A. Brown, leave sadly. I leave Tim all my good times and I hope that he has all my favorite teachers. Good luck to the rest of the classes.

I, Mark Brown, leave Mr. DiNatalie heat and devastation during senior week.

I, Scott A. Bruno, leave Dan my beard, Harpo a straight hair wig, Mike and Bill my pool table.

I, Tracy E. Bueceri, leave with great thanks to Mr. Quinn, Mr. Jarema, and Mr. O'Shea.

I, Susan M. Buckley, leave Mr. Conrad alone and go to Billerica High!

I, Greg Burke, leave a bottle of aspirin for all the headaches I've caused!

I, Kimberly A. Burnette, leave Ms. Catalano the Apple computer and Dean Boucher with no more madness!

I, Julie J. Burns, leave Amy knowing that #6 is a never, a coat to Lisa, Wendy to Bill and Kathy to break dancing.

I, Pamela J. Burrier, leave "Zelda" to Mr. Doherty, all my thanks to Ms. LaChance, and my grades to Mr. Fenton.

I, Susan J. Butler, leave the best of luck to my younger brother, Michael, and thanks to my England buddies!

I, William Cahil, leave a straightened tie to Mr. Rubin.

I, Mary Beth Cain, leave Lynne lot of memories, Mary a strobe light, John the Twilight Zone and Taxi returns, and Lauren "The same as it ever was".

I, Douglas H. Campbell, leave Mr. Carpenter his snails trail.

I, William T. Campbell, leave Scott a cue ball to take more money from me!

I, Greg Cappiello, leave Mr. Conrad one botle of Anacin.

I, Maureen J. Carmichael, leave Chelmsford High wishing my sister Jill the best of luck and wishing that Sue and I will always be the best of friends.

I, Laurie Casale, leave Danielle Taddeo all the luck I never had and I leave Jean and Stacey all the little green and blue men.

I, Mary A. Caulfield, leave all my broocll for Laura's wedding to Lisa, U2 memories to Sue, my chocolate cake to Maureen, and my lifesavers to Winky.

I, Newton M. Chang, leave my name and address to the best of my friends.

I, Michael A. Chew, leave the "Pooh-for-prrez" campaign to my brother Topher, class of 1990.

I, Kathy Clancy, leave C.H.S. the last of the long line of Clancy's.

I, Mary Clancy, leave as the last of clan! I also leave Colleen her fourth year and Alicia with three left, each with luck!

I, Brenda S. Clark, leave to my mom and dad all the mid-terms they never saw!

I, Wendell M. Clough, leave "Tad" and all the second guessing anyone else has done of me in high school (in a valid attempt to grow up.)

I, Mary Y. Cloutier, leave Robin the cricket and a new pair of Levis. I also leave the locker with all the memories to Lynne.

I, Kimberly R. Cody, leave the lucky baton to Laura and Lori, in the hope that they use it well.

I, Thomas Cogger, leave all my Hacki sacks and equipment to Mr. Doherty and Mr. Lang. I also leave my cut slips to Mr. Boucher and, my frogs to Ms. Bracchi.

I, Lisa Colangelo, leave Mr. Denihan to try and figure out homeroom chores. I also leave to Mr. Jarema all my problems — I hope!

I, Caren Comeau, leave to all my 1-2 teachers my constant tardiness.

I, Michael S. Conley, leave Chelmsford High to be terrorized by my little brothers.

I, Matthew Cote, leave Mr. Alan Bradshaw all 70 of the band uniforms.

I, Scott St. Clair Cournoyer, leave Mrs. Agular's geometry class with three left, each with luck.

I, Mary Clancy, leave C.H.S. the last of the long line of Clancy's.

I, Mary Clancy, leave as the last of clan! I also leave Colleen her fourth year and Alicia with three left, each with luck!

I, Brenda S. Clark, leave to my mom and dad all the mid-terms they never saw!

I, Wendell M. Clough, leave "Tad" and all the second guessing anyone else has done of me in high school (in a valid attempt to grow up.)

I, Mary Y. Cloutier, leave Robin the cricket and a new pair of Levis. I also leave the locker with all the memories to Lynne.

I, Kimberly R. Cody, leave the lucky baton to Laura and Lori, in the hope that they use it well.

I, Thomas Cogger, leave all my Hacki sacks and equipment to Mr. Doherty and Mr. Lang. I also leave my cut slips to Mr. Boucher and, my frogs to Ms. Bracchi.

I, Lisa Colangelo, leave Mr. Denihan to try and figure out homeroom chores. I also leave to Mr. Jarema all my problems — I hope!

I, Caren Comeau, leave to all my 1-2 teachers my constant tardiness.

I, Michael S. Conley, leave Chelmsford High to be terrorized by my little brothers.

I, Matthew Cote, leave Mr. Alan Bradshaw all 70 of the band uniforms.

I, Scott St. Clair Cournoyer, leave Mrs. Agular's geometry class to my brother Keith. I also leave the jump at Crotchted Mountain to Brian.

I, David W. Crouse, leave only to never return.

I, Janet M. Crowley, leave to my brother Matt the very best of luck!

I, Shannon H. Curry, leave in a Jaguar, the only serious choice.

I, Susan P. Daly, leave wishing my sister Laura good luck at the high school.

I, Michael P. Davidson, leave to Chelmsford High my very brief acting career. Also, I leave to Mr. Rondina a substitute sportswriter for 1985.

I, Tracey Decker, leave Chelmsford High not a moment too soon.

I, Jennifer S. D’Elia, leave the math league position of female co-captain to Sonia.
I. Lisa DeMings, leave nothing. What little I had I lost most of, and what little I have left I plan to take with me.

I. Scott M. Dennisевич, leave Chelmsford High School.

I. Lisa A. DePalma, leave Mr. Conrad a big thank you for all his help. To my little brother John I leave lots of luck. Thanks, Mrs. Harper!

I. Christine M. DeRosas, leave all Rainbow albums to Mr. Luce who will treasure them.

I. Thomas Devita, leave.

I. Doug Diamond, leave CHS at 100 m.p.h.

I. Michele Difronzo, leave to Laura and Sharon McHale my cat MF (or what is left of him) and two more wonderful years of field hockey — Ha-Ha!

I. Denise M. Dion, leave Mrs. Fletcher a smile, a holler, and a topless pyramid.

I. Dennis S. Dixon, leave Rich the continuation of an attitude during the football season.

I. Mark A. Dougherty, leave Mr. Carpenter at his snail's trail.

I. Andrea Ducharme, am leaving not a moment too soon!

I. Patricia A. Ducharme, leave hot wheels to Brian, good pizza to Chris, apartment 43A to Leah, and I leave with my twin Sam!

I. Jonathan A. Dudek, leave Chelmsford High School, petitions, aberrations, and my editorship in pursuit of a dream, health, happiness, and a Porsche.

I. Henri B. Dufour, being of sound mind and purpose, leave my dwindling mind to be forgotten?

I. Kathleen Dunn, leave best of luck to Colleen R. Henry in her senior year, hoping that her senior year is as easy as it was for me.

I. Scott P. Durant, leave all the trash in my locker to the janitors.

I. Kathleen J. Eaton, leave to Mrs. Ovitt all of the cross word puzzles that we did in mods 12/13.

I. James J. Egan, leave little Rega three years ago of Rega jokes.

I. Lynelle Engel, leave back diamond's "Personal Effects" to Mr. Queenan, my bandanas and spikes to Greg and Sonya, and skate repair #229 to Somebody.

I. Erin P. Ennis, leave Dusty the dog to Barbie. To Matt, I leave all the jokes that nobody understands.

I. Alison E. Evans, leave.

I. Jessica Fahey, leave the CHS musical as choreographer, finally! I also leave Mr. McCaffrey.

I. Amy E. Fenn, leave David Ortolano two more "wonderful" years at CHS, with lots of good luck.

I. Kim A. Fleming, leave Chelmsford High, taking all the great times with Craig and friends with me!!!!

I. Patricia A. Foley, leave my undying love for Mr. Rondina.

I. David Forsyth, leave my locker to any person who is dumb enough to want it. Bye, Mr. Luce.

I. Maura B. Frame, leave Mr. Lang and the future Cross Country teams good luck. And to Anne and Anne I leave the staring eye — don't fall for it!

I. Kimberly A. Gamache, leave this school finally!

I. Jennifer M. Gately, leave Mr. Luce and his cattle to his next homeroom. I also leave my locker to whomever can clean it.

I. Michael Gilroy, leave my bleached tail to anyone who has enough guts to take it.

I. Donna Goodwill, leave a high voice to Mel, sick jokes to Michelle, sicker Jokes to Mary, talks about nothing to Clance, and thanks to you guys.

I. Kevin Grace, leave my cigarette butts and tire treads.

I. Wendy A. Graham, leave to Mr. Donovan my cheery attitude during English and all the wild times to the underclassmen.

I. Joel Grant, leave my golf clubs to any underclassmen who can shoot par at Apple Country Club.

I. Steven Greska, being of sound mind, leave all my dull clothes to Miss Scarpitto.

I. David T. Greynolds, leave my hockey cup to Mr. Fletcher.

I. Graig T. Griffin, leave to next year's varsity soccer team a record to beat, and to next year's homeroom 117 I leave Mr. Luce.

I. Robin S. Gross, leave Mary all her cricket-hunting weapons in tact!

I. John Guarino, leave a glass of milk to Mr. Moso.

I. Lauren Halal, leave because I graduated.

I. Clifford Hamilton, leave all my English work to Miss Donabedian.

I. Michelle L. Hannon, leave Mr. Boucher with a sense of accomplishment and Mr. Berry with a full tank of gas.

I. William Hannon, leave my band drum to an underclassman who likes to ruin his Saturday mornings at the weekly football games.

I. Beth-Anne Harvey, leave all my plane tickets to Rivier College to the future generations of Biology AP.

I. Doug Hastbacka, wish the best of luck to all in the CHS. Class of 1985!

I. Kent Hayes, leave this school, my last report card, the trash in my locker, and all the underclassmen.

I. Michelle Henstock, leave some of my spirit here at CHS. I also leave memories of France and fun!

I. Kimberly Hill, leave with all my chocolate!

I. Janice Hohmann, leave to Mrs. MacDonald Tricia's flowered plate.

I. Kathleen Holland, leave CHS with four years of great memories!

I. Susan E. Hone, leave with my high heels on and Gall by my side! I also leave with Ronnie to our little house in the country, never to return.

I. Kristin S. Hood, leave Mr. Luce and "cattle" chorus lines to whomever can keep up the tradition. I also leave the mess in our locker to whomever can open it.

I. Kristina Houseman, leave CHS with happy and sad memories of all that has happened. To my sister Lesley, I leave good luck and hopefully a boy friend.

I. Karyn J. Howard, leave Chelmsford High with lots of memories. I also leave a lifetime of tickles to Maria, Andrea, Denise, Chris, Doré, Pam, Patti, and Anne!

I. William J. Huss, leave the school.

I. Gregory S. Hussey, leave all my first trombone music to a Marc Perry, all of Mr. Leite's up beats, and Mr. Rondina's long stories.

I. Kathy L. Hutchins, leave Burnsie's house to anyone who has to learn about life.

I. Debra F. Irwin, leave stinky to Denise Dion; and to Nicole, I leave another two great years at Chelmsford High School.

I. Shelley A. Jeffrey, leave with both good and bad memories, and to you, Donna, I leave some friendly advice — control yourself!

I. Edward M. Jewett Ill, leave a little better off than when I came in.

I. Michelle K. Johnson, leave with many thanks to Mr. Rondina and fond memories of Key Club. I also leave with a wish that my cousin Darlene has a great Senior year!

I. Deborah A. Johnson, leave Mrs. Christman all the pretzels with mustard that she can pack away into that tiny little body.

I. Kristen L. Karcher, leave looking forward to new experiences.

I. Leslie A. Kelly, leave all the stickers in my locker to Valerie. Hope your four years are as good as mine.

I. Stephanie Kent, leave you, Laura, the best years of school at Chelmsford High!

I. Robert D. Kenyon, leave physics and all that goes with it to Mr. Forsley.

I. Sean R. Kierce, leave all forms of socially-acceptable behavior and any types of common courtesy and proper eating habits to Kevin Grace.

I. James A. Killian, leave my 3-door-Gran Torino to Mr. Ford. To Mr. Sherwood, I leave all three volumes of chemistry notes.

I. Susan H. Kim, leave my bopping around, my sanity, and all forms of logic that may exist within my brain to Melinda and Mia.

I. Denise M. Kirven, leave Mr. Hoover and Mrs. Brown all my paint supplies and brushes in excellent condition.

I. Kenneth B. Koen, leave C.H.S. all that I've known.

I. Heon Kook, feel wonderful to graduate from Chelmsford High School. I had good times with new people. I hope there's great success in C.H.S.'s future.

I. Stephen M. LaBelle, leave old #7 to anyone who thinks he can handle it.

I. Michelle LaBlonde, leave CHS with good memories of great times with awesome friends! I also leave BB to the next group of British Exchange kids!
I, Lorraine LaCroix, leave my cousin Danielle all the luck she needs.
I, Kathleen M. Lagasse, leave all the awesome memories with Edic and Valle.
I, Michael S. Lakis, leave my locker to the freshmen and I leave this school forever.
I, Scott Lallas, leave across the speed bumps.
I, Andrea J. Landry, leave this school forever and three roles of tape to Mr. Jarema, Mr. Quinn, and Mr. Doherty.
I, Elizabeth A. LaRoche, leave my wonderful homeroom periods to the next lucky freshman to encounter the "Forest"!
I, Deborah A. Latour, leave Chelmsford High School to my sisters Karen and Renee.
I, Kathleen Lavole, leave Mr. Prescott all his future years at CHS with him being homeroom teacher, not me.
I, Andrew J. Lawrence, leave all my belongings to my sister, Derby Lawrence.
I, Ellen Leahey, leave CHS hoping to go to the zoo!
I, Christine M. Leclair, leave the presidency of Key Club with fond memories.
I, I. Kathleen Lavoie, leave Mr. Prescott all his future years at CHS with him being a wonderful teacher, not me.
I, Heather Lynch, leave relieved and ready to go to a party!
I, L. Ellen Leahey, leave CHS hoping to go to a party and cross the speed bumps.
I, Amy R. Mace, leave this school with a lot of memories.
I, Kelly C. McGlinn, gladly leave all the dredges in my locker to my lovely sister Stephanie.
I, Timothy S. Mcilvenna, leave my "senior"ity to my brother Brian, and the problems (and fun) of the Lion's Tale to the wonderful staff.
I, Pamela G. McKeown, leave my freedom pass which I never got.
I, Joseph A. McLaughlin, leave with old number seven.
I, Carolyn E. McNammon, leave Mr. Lang my widdle kick, Lesley a better countdown, Dee the riots, and AnneMarie the intimidating, talking wall.
I, Paul R. McNamee, leave my legacy.
I, Chris McNeill, leave this school smiling big time.
I, Maureen McManus, leave all the great times with Ellen and Allison!
I, Suzanne K. Melanson, leave CHS with my unique laugh, leave thanks to Miss Michopoulos, and leave all my love to Todd.
I, Donna Mentlick, leave Stacey, Beth, Tobi, Sean, Charlie, Ken, and of course Chrls in exciting Chelmsford forever.
I, Paula Merritt, leave my brother the best of luck in CHS! You'll need it!
I, James V. Miller, believe that I am not in the right state of mind to leave anything to anyone.
I, Karen A. Mills, leave good times and good luck to my brother Tommy, Mara, and Colleen.
I, Elizabeth L. Miner, leave parallel stability to Mr. Rondina, my unfinished art project to Mr. Barry; but I never leave the friendships I made.
I, Tracy R. Mitchell, leave wishing I could have left with my friends from the class of 1986.
I, Stephen M. Miu, leave to all friends eternal friendship and happiness. Also I leave Mr. Quinn future decathlons.
I, Carol Morrison, leave to Maryellen my tiny locker, and to my math teacher all the homework that I never did.
I, Heid J. Morton, leave my sister Heather the best of her senior year. I leave Mr. Hanson my tears and fond memories of orchestra.
I, Robert P. Murray, leave Mr. Fadden my soccer ball and Ed Price a hacksaw and a birthday cake.
I, Mary Narkunas, leave CHS with its quiet memories of me and all my memories of the good friends I have.
I, Rhonda B. Needle, wish lots of luck to Debbie, Leslie, and Michael. I leave my locker to Marianne. And I take many memories from CHS.
I, Christine M. Nelson, leave fourteen English muffins with butter and jam to Mr. Quennan.
I, Laura Novelline, leave my Garfield stuff to Mary, the bunnytails to Maureen and Sue, Snoopy to Lori, my frumpy bear and luck to Lisa, and hugs to Scott.
I, Joanne O'Brien, leave to my sister Geraline three more years here, and to Mr. Conrad all the free candy bars I never gave him!
I, Dan O'Connell, leave to Mr. Rondina a hotdog.
I, Denis O'Connell, leave the true spirit of peace, justice, and the American way to all the janitors at CHS!
I, Julie O'Connor, leave to Mr. Doherty the great frisbee and whamol!
I, John C. Oczkowski, leave all my class cut slips to Mr. Conrad, my bus stop to nobody, and a very warm thank you to old Chelmsford High School.
I, Christine A. Olenchak, leave Judy to be as friendly as ever in California. I leave Tricia to at least survive if nothing else.
I, Robert A. Orlando, leave for Boston, Los Angeles, and U-Mass-Amherst as soon as possible. To Mike Coleman, I leave one blue flat X-19.
I, Michael P. Palermo, leave the Dart to whoever has guts enough to drive it.
I, Lisa Pare, leave the best of times and the best of luck to Chris.
I, Gary T. Paschal, leave organized sports forever.
I, Scott Patenaude, leave all of the newspapers that have built up in my locker for the past three years to Mr. Morse, mods 3/4, 10/11.
I, Toby L. Pereimtler, leave lots of great memories to all of my music buddies.
I, Laura Perlak, leave to Mr. Quinn all my complaints and to Mr. Fadden a class of meltaolds and dolas. I also leave with great memories and friends.
I, Christopher Petersen, leave CHS with this note: B FLAT. Also, try to be good to yourself and to others.
I, Jeffrey W. Peterson, leave a pack of Winstons to Dean Boucher and my English Journal to Mr Joplin. I also leave happy memories of cross country.
I, Kelly A. Phaneuf, and my other half, Jess, leave the CHS musicals. There is no need to applaud.
I, John Planowski, leave my mirrored sunglasses and my yellow sunshirt to coach Bill.
I, Brian H. Pittenger, leave the total spectrum of 57's and wildness-ing to those who strive to be as wild as we were.
I, Joseph Power, leave all my excuses of being late to Mr. Pariseau. I also leave him my engine.
I, Carol P. Precobb, leave oodles of polka-dotted frogs hopping in the hallways.

I, Joann M. Premo, leave to Mr. Donovan all my awesome quiz and test grades. I leave my sister, Sharon, four up coming years at CHS. I leave smiling.

I, James K. Prescott, leave laughing at all of the trivial problems that gave me headaches and ulcers.

I, Christine L. Rails, leave the prom dress with Hiedi. I leave wet-suits to Mr. Turner. I leave CHS and all its memories with my other half, Ric!

I, Deborah Read, leave alot of good luck to Chelmsford High School to my brother John.

I, Maureen Regan, leave to Mr. Caioto all my awesome quiz and test grades. I leave my body to the Institution.

I, Maureen Regan, leave to Mr. Caito my hop In the circle and to my little brother, David, the last of the Regents three years at Chelmsford High.

I, Kelly Reid, leave here smiling.

I, Linda Reisert, leave Maria and Ed the best of luck and love to have as productive a senior year as I had.

I, Anne M. Ressel, leave all my unanswered questions to Mr. Queenan. I also leave Mr. Ford to the up coming classes. I also leave very happy and free!

I, Kristine Rexford, leave Mr. Forsley all of the stick people in the world! I also leave my smoking pass to Mr. Graham and Mr. McDermott.

I, Bonnie L. Rieger, leave one million flies to feed Carol's frogs and the echoes of Wendy's and my laughs in the halls.

I, Tammy A. Riesie, leave Mr. Hoover peace and quiet in the art room. I also leave remembering the friendships I made.

I, Paul R. Rivard, leave my locker to some poor unsuspecting freshman.

I, Kellie Robinson, leave all my love to my buddies. I also leave to Colleen my friendship forever!

I, David C. Roebuck, leave all my love and fond memories to MaryBeth Cain.

I, Donice Romano, leave a warning about the guys at CHS to my sister Claire and the great frisbee to Mr. Doherty!

I, Rebecca A. Rook, leave my talent for procrastination to my sister Jennifer.

I, Heidi Roscoe, leave the best of times to Little Walker!

I, Daniel S. Rosenberg, leave to Gall my Bowie collection, to Mrs. Hallal Pearl's poetry, and to Mr. Pasquale — three halves.

I, Kathleen Russo, leave Joelyn Livingston to hopefully graduate someday!

I, Thomas A. St. Germain, Jr., leave my Nighthawk to Mr. Durkin and my hair to Mike Bowser.

I, Susan Salkins, leave this school. I leave my superior knowledge and wisdom to Theresa Rickert in the hope she will succeed!

I, Robin M. Salwa, leave much thanks and appreciation to Ms. Brown and Mr. Hoover for all their help and guidance.

I, Heidi Scham, leave all the luck to my brother Gumby in any Spanish class.

I, Kysstan S. Semonian, leave Mr. Jarema, Mr. Doherty, and Mr. Quinn wondering what I'm going to do next.

I, Susan Shea, leave Dale Flaherty the best of luck!!

I, Bethann Sheehy, leave forever!

I, Steve Shelley, being almost sound of mind, leave to Paul the quest. And to all my friends, may they always have m&m's.

I, John R. Shields, leave my body to the girls of C.H.S. Do what you will. I also leave my future up to the teachers.

I, Leonard G. Shokum, leave without knowing what to leave.

I, Victoria M. Simollunas, leave all my love and kisses to John Baby.

I, Kirk Simonian, leave my father a new set of inspirational homeroom speeches and to my little sister, Elisa, I leave two more years at C.H.S.

I, Patricia L. Smaldone, leave with more than I came with.

I, Susan L. Smiley, leave Mr. Conrad season tickets to the Holy Cross football games. I also leave the best of luck to Mike in the future.

I, Tobias S. Smith, leave my locker to anyone who can get the writing off the door.

I, Michelle A. Smith, leave with my blue bomber and vanity plate. I also leave the freshman band members with three more years of Pomp and Circumstance.

I, Sonya D. Snyder, leave the Hawthorne effect to those who must remain in this institution due to their lack of stature.

I, Heather Spence, leave to my beloved mother all of my "lost" report cards and all of the midterm reports that she never saw.

I, Randy F. Spence, leave all the freshmen to Ms. Meyer, my gym clothes to my brother, and Derek to Chelmsford High School.

I, Kim A. Stanley, leave the underclassmen all the "bill the cats" from the anatomy/ physiology classes.

I, Kevin M. Stark, leave my principles to Eric and Matt to use as record sleeves (I don't need them). I also leave my locker to anyone who can open it.

I, Kathy A. Sullivan, leave John J. with peace of mind.

I, Jennifer A. Sullivan, leave John's office — finally!

I, Ann M. Taylor, leave Mrs. Carosso all my tardies to class. I also leave remembering my friends.

I, Deborahah L. Taylor, leave Mrs. Conant and Mrs. Carosso with all of my tardies to class.

I, William M. Tessier, leave to Jim Egan and Ken Koen 200 elm trees; to Dennis O'Conner I leave a new car.

I, Steve L. Teubner, leave my old report cards to the dump.

I, Gall Thompson, leave Friday nights at my house to all my friends.

I, Thomas F. Tobin, leave my car to whomever wants it, my dead cat to the Science Department, and my hockey stuff to anyone.

I, Anthony Toomey, leave to posterity a legacy.

I, Alison J. Tucker, leave all of my luck and my best memories to Heather and Kathy.

I, Annemarie C. Voss, leave Chelmsford High with about as much homework done as undone!

I, Bradley W. Wadlow, leave my locker, the math SAT class and the best of luck to Andrea.

I, Tracey L. Wallace, leave Mrs. Musica all my stupid elephant jokes.

I, Veronica Warren, leave CHS with a box of Twinkies for Mr. Berry, a good wish for Tracey Adley, and thanks to Mr. Mamalis.

I, Mark J. Webber, leave the old band uniforms to the school committee and my favorite Papa Gino's stories to the band.

I, Dori J. Weidler, leave to Mr. Sorenson my "dumb blonde" syndrome, and to Mrs. Nordengren I leave all the hours I spent doing proofs!

I, Denise M. Weidler, leave Mr. Fadden a sponge rubber black board for pounding, and to everyone I leave the great smoochy-cookies in the cafe.

I, Joseph Wetmore, leave the high school for good.

I, Greig Whitney, leave Keith the privilege of taking the bus to school EVERYDAY!

I, Stephen G. Whitney, not being of sound mind, hereby leave all my jokes to student council. I also leave good luck to Keith.

I, Julia Willis, leave Chelmsford High a big kiss and a special hug for Jack and Fiona.

I, Kevin Willis, leave Ms. Donabedian a one pound box of chocolate. I also wish luck to the upcoming seniors.

I, Daniel C. Wirth, leave Chelmsford High School worth alot more than when I came.

I, Holle A. Witts, leave to my sister, Dawn, lots of luck and fun times at Chelmsford High School.

I, Darren N. Wood, leave Mrs. Taylor.

I, Julia A. Worth, leave to all those who are willing to receive, the love of Christ! May Jesus be with you in all your days. God bless you!

I, Mary Wright, leave best of luck to Bob and Caroline, and the attendance to Ms. Donabedian, and CHS forever!

I, Pamela L. Wright, leave a watch, two bubble-eyed fish, and a help map to Tracy. I also leave a stuffed dog and a Trans AM to Beth.

I, Atsuko Yamazaki, leave CHS and USA with all my love, an extra-heavy suitcase, a whole bunch of dirty laundry, and memories. Thank you for everything.

I, Gall V. Yarnello, leave with my sunglasses on and Sue by my side. I also leave Kathy the best of luck.

I, Mike Zahos, leave Mr. Rondina all my wrong classical guitar techniques. I also leave all my sleeveless shirts to Mr. Fletcher.

I, Slim Zouari, leave my energy and enthusiasm to my French and English teachers.
Congratulations to the Class of 1985. I have had the pleasure of knowing and working with many of you over the past six years. I have enjoyed seeing you grow and develop into young men and women, and, now, watching you prepare to face larger challenges within the community.

As you go on to higher education or enter the work force, you will be presented with opportunities and challenges. Today's world is moving at a faster pace than ever before and you, as young graduates, must be ready to face this and recognize what will need to be done. You are inheriting the problems of the previous generation, but you will also have opportunities that have never before been available. Advances in technology will continue to offer limitless potential to those who can keep pace.

As you go out into the community, you must be aware of the challenges and grasp hold of the opportunities. You have been educated well and should be confident in your skills. I wish all of you success in whatever avenues you choose to pursue.

Sincerely,
Scott E. Johnson
Director of Community Education
With compliments

apollo
computer inc.
Start Something at Lowell Five...

THE BANK OF THE 80's!

It all starts here at...

LOWELL FIVE

Lowell, Billerica, Chelmsford, Dracut, North Chelmsford, Tewksbury, Wilmington

ALLERGY — IMMUNOLOGY ASSOCIATES, P.C.
JACK E. FARNHAM MD FAAAI FACP
WILFRED N. BEAUCHER MD FAAAI FACP
JULIAN MELAMED MD
BOARD CERTIFIED ALLERGY — IMMUNOLOGY
9 VILLAGES SQUARE, CHELMSFORD -----256-4531
TYNGSBORO ------649-7647
411 MERRIMACK STREET SUITE 204
METHUEN ------689-8890
505 W. HOLLIS STREET SUITE 108
NASHUA, N.H. ------881-7433
CONGRATULATIONS!
James C. Hegarty, M.D.,
F.A.C.S.
Surgeon
35-A Village Sq.
Chelmsford
256-4209

BE THE KARATE KID
$99 — 3 months
170 Concord Road, Chelmsford
256-9792

SPRAGUE AND CAIN (PC)
15 Fletcher Street
P.O. Box 249
Chelmsford, MA 01824
(617) 256-1777
CONGRATULATIONS
From
NORTH CHELMSFORD HARDWARE COMPANY

TrueValue
HARDWARE STORES

MR. CONVENIENCE
170 CONCORD RD.
CHELMSFORD, MA 01824
Open 7 Days a Week 6am-11pm
Full Lottery Agent

CHELMSFORD SPORTS MEDICINE
George N. Yarid, M.D.
Roger L. Benoit, M.D.
David Karp, M.D.
Ronald Dethomas, M.D.
ALLEN MELLO DODGE
AUTOMOTIVE VILLAGE, NASHUA
WHERE CHELMSFORD HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES ARE ALWAYS WELCOME

Over 200 New cars and trucks to select
As always a fine selection of used cars.
CALL TOLL FREE 251-3000
SALES*SERVICE*PARTS*RENTALS*LEASING
If your car doesn’t have our decal on it — you probably paid too much!

MARTIN T. SCHWARTZ, D.D.S.
ORAL AND MAXILLOFACIAL SURGERY
CHELMSFORD CENTER PROFESSIONAL BUILDING
18 NORTH ROAD
CHELMSFORD, MASS
256-3171

Norman’s
Men’s Shop
60 Middlesox St
Lowell, MA 01852
453-2897

21 Drum Hill Road
Chelmsford, MA 01824
458-1572
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE CLASS OF '85!

WILLIAM D. ATHERTON REALTY

PARLMONT OFFICE BUILDING
SUITE 11
13 ALPINE LANE
CHELMSFORD, MASS. 01824

ATHERTON APPRAISAL ASSOCIATES

GOOD LUCK TO THE CLASS OF 1985!

517 Rogers Street
Lowell, MA 01852
Tel. 454-0977

18 North Road
Chelmsford, MA 01824
Tel. 250-1961

ORTHODONTIC ASSOCIATES

N. RICHARD NAMAY, D.D.S.
JAMES R. METCALF, D.M.D.
SCOTT D. COPELAND, D.D.S.
SKIP'S RESTAURANT
home of the
EMBERS
FAMILY DINING
Route 110 - Chelmsford, Mass.
Tel.: 256-2631
STEAKS • CHOPS • SEAFOOD • LOBSTER

2 GROTON ROAD
NO. CHELMSFORD, MASS. 01863
TELEPHONE (617) 251-8006

MARC J. ZAUDERER, D.M.D.
GENERAL DENTISTRY

Rosemary's
Gift and Boutique
15 Fletcher St.
Chelmsford, Mass. 01824
256-4483

FREM'S Hallmark Shop
Complete Hallmark Social Expression Shop
Drum Hill Plaza
90 Drum Hill Road
Chelmsford, MA 01824
Paul J. Dastous
Therese C. Dastous

Chelmsford
Pet Care Center
QUALITY PET FOOD AND SUPPLIES
CARING FOR YOUR PET IS OUR SPECIALTY

ALLAN R. LITTIG
TEL. 1 (617) 256-6047
THE MARKET PLACE
63 SUMMER STREET
CHELMSFORD, MA 01824

Village Square Beauty Shoppe

TEL. 256-3551
MARY BENNETT
ONE VILLAGE SQUARE
CHELMSFORD, MASS.
BEST WISHES TO THE CLASS OF 1985

THE REWARD OF A THING WELL DONE IS TO HAVE DONE IT.
— EMERSON —
L'Hussier Insurance Agency
15 Fletcher Street
Chelmsford, Mass.
256-1583
256-1584
Auto Ins. — Free Registry Service
Eight Month Payment Plan
Homeowner Ins. — Excellent Rates
Same Day Service
One Full Year to Pay

HEALTH AND HAPPINESS
TO THE CLASS OF 1985
KENNETH PRESCOTT, M.D.

U.S. HAIR FORCE
40 VINAL SQ
N. CHELMSFORD
251-8153

Wood & Wallace, P.C.
Attorneys at Law
11 Village Square
Chelmsford, MA 01824

Congratulations to the Class of 1985
Evergreen Management Co., Inc.
15 Fletcher Street
Chelmsford, Massachusetts 01824
(617) 256-5994
rental apartments
property management
Burlington
Studio of Photography

Portraiture
Commercial
Weddings
FAMILY GROUPS
Creative Yearbooks

99 Cambridge St.
Burlington 272-4700
Congratulations to the Chelmsford High School Class of 1985 from the

Chelmsford Independent

The only all — Chelmsford newspaper!
13 Alpine Lane, Chelmsford 256-7196

Compliments of:
Dr. Stephen Tolman
6 Boston Road

Best Wishes to the Class of ‘85!!!!

DUNKIN' DONUTS

80 Drum Hill Road
105 Chelmsford Street

"Best Wishes Class of 1985"

DR. ROBERT P. DION, D.M.D

211 Chelmsford St.
Chelmsford, Mass.
Tel. 256-4551
Compliments of
the purity supreme group

PURITY
SUPREME
Your basic value store

HEARTLAND FOOD WAREHOUSE
PHARMACY DISCOUNT DRUGSTORES
HEARTLAND DRUG STORES
LI’L PEACH CONVENIENCE FOOD STORES
Compliments Of:

Emerson INC.
REALTORS

To the class of "85"
"Keep Smiling"
Dr. Barry Briss

CARRAGHER, FOX AND LAMPERT
ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELLORS AT LAW

JOHN C. CARRAGHER
RICHARD L. FOX
ALAN G. LAMPERT
JOHN K. BRITT
JOSEPH W. HOLMES
ANNMARIE ROARK

THREE VILLAGE SQUARE
CHELMSFORD, MASS. 01824
(617) 256-4167

The Central Savings Bank

LOWELL - 50 CENTRAL STREET - Phone 458-3400
LOWELL - 755 LAKEVIEW AVENUE - Phone 458-3437
CHELMSFORD - 17 NORTH ROAD - Phone 256-3733
WESTFORD - 203 LITTLETON ROAD - Phone 692-3467
CHELMSFORD MEDICAL ASSOCIATES
A Multi-Specialty Group Practice

199 Chelmsford Street
Chelmsford, MA 01824

Comprehensive Medical Services in the Greater Lowell/Chelmsford Area for Over 30 Years

MEDICAL SERVICES AVAILABLE

- Adolescent Medicine
- Cardiology
- Colon & Rectal Surgery
- Dermatology
- Developmental and Behavioral Pediatrics
- Endocrinology
- Gastroenterology
- General Surgery
- Hematology/Oncology
- Internal Medicine
- Laboratory
- Obstetrics and Gynecology
- Occupational Health
- Orthopedic Surgery
- Pediatric Medicine
- Preventive Medicine
- Psychiatry
- Pulmonary Medicine
- Radiology
- Vascular Surgery
- Urgent Care

FOR ALL APPOINTMENTS:
256-6511
(Telephone: 24 Hour Availability)

Participating Group
MULTIGROUP HEALTH PLAN
Best of Luck Class of '85

HERITAGE REAL ESTATE
187 Littleton Road
Westford, Massachusetts 01886
Business (617) 692-6331

Each Office is Independently Owned and Operated

Johnston Travel
Authorized Agents for all Airlines, Cruise Lines & Amtrak
COMPUTERIZED FOR FASTER & MORE EFFICIENT SERVICE
Open Daily 9:00-5:00-Tuesday until 8 PM
Closed Saturdays all Year
256-3131
18 North Rd-Chelmsford Center Professional Building
Route 4-Opposite Saint Mary’s Church

(617) 256-5211
Queen
Firth
Douns

Gagnon Carpet
FEATURING ALL MAJOR STYLES AND LINES
CARPET & LINOLEUM

ROBERT R. GAGNON
18 ALPINE LANE
PARLMONT PLAZA
CHELMSFORD, MA 01824

Vinal Square
Donut Shop
For Your Good Looks
And Good Health...”

It’s A Natural!
Lose 17 to 25 Pounds in just 6 weeks
Call Today
256-4079
1 Village Square Chelmsford, MA

GREATER LOWELL
UROLOGY ASSOCIATES, P.C.
17 WARREN STREET
LOWELL, MASSACHUSETTS 01852
6 BOSTON ROAD
CHELMSFORD, MASSACHUSETTS
01824
454-6711

GERMAIN J. BOUCHARD, M.D.
THEODORE J. ONGARO, M.D.
ROBERT R. BRENNER, M.D.

Bill and Andy’s
Chelmsford Street
Chelmsford, MA 01824

"Pedal the bicycle. Don't carry it!"
XRAY & ULTRASOUND
W. MARTIN DINN, M.D.
DIAGNOSTIC RADIOLOGY & ULTRASOUND

- Routine X-Ray Exams
- Upper & Lower Digestive Systems
- Urinary System
- Breast Cancer Detection
  (mammography)

- Routine Ultrasound Exams
- Obstetric-gynecologic
- Breast
- Gall bladder
- Abdomen
- Breast Self Examination
  Instruction

Walk-in or appointment

Billerica X-Ray & Ultrasound
255 Boston Rd, N. Billerica

Chelmsford X-Ray
6 Boston Rd, Chelmsford
663-6251 or 273-0757 256-3571

IN CHELMSFORD IT'S...
ROBERT R. WILSON
ESTAB. 1935
INSURANCE AGENCY, INC.
- LIFE • AUTO • FIRE • CASUALTY

KEMPER
INA
ARNA
INSURANCE FROM
CNA
MOLYNEUX
ANDOVER CO.
256-7741
21 ALPINE LANE, CHELMSFORD

The Pizza Place
(formerly Mike's Pizza)
210 Boston Rd
So. Row Plaza (near Lil Peach)
Chelmsford 256-2721
(Open 11 a.m. - 10 p.m. Daily
Fri. & Sat. til 11 p.m.)

CHELMSFORD CYCLERY
SALES • SERVICE • REPAIR
SOUTH ROW SHOPPING CENTER
210 BOSTON RD (RT. 4)
CHELMSFORD, MA. 01824

THOMAS NEWCOMB — PROPRIETOR — (617)256-1528

Good LUCK, Class of '85!
from
THE LION Editors
IN MEMORY OF...

Frank J. Page
Curriculum Specialist / Music and Art

Daniel F. Horgan
Principal, Byam School
I would like to take this opportunity to thank The Lion editors and support staff for their sincere devotion and hard work toward this publication. Also, I offer my gratitude to the advisors, Mrs. Fenton and Mrs. Silva. Finally, I give many thanks to my "right hand", Assistant Editor-in-Chief James Prescott. (I could never have done it without you, Jamiel) Without their creative ideas and assistance, The 1985 Lion would be just "another yearbook."

After looking through this yearbook, I am sure you have noticed several changes, some subtle and some obvious. With time comes change. Look at yourself and think back four years ago. A lot of things have happened since then. You have faced many challenges, be it with people, values, or the community. Chelmsford High has served as preparation and bridgework for the personal encounters which we will be confronting throughout life. Change will reoccur and we will readapt.

As you go your separate ways, pursuing your individual hopes and goals, the four years at the high school will become but a memory. The Lion is a collaboration of these remembrances; it will serve as a reminder.

I wish all of you a successful and rewarding future. Meet the challenges; enjoy the new frontiers. Always remember, the future is what you make it. Here's to a successful life!

Cheers!

Jonathan A. Dudek
Editor-in-Chief